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Anti-wear (AW) additives in lubricating oil are being used in engines to 
improve fuel efficiency and durability. Currently, one of most commonly used 
anti-wear (AW) additives is zinc dialkyldithiophosphate (ZDDP) due to its high 
effectiveness in reducing friction in engines. However, the main components of 
ZDDP, such as zinc, phosphorus, and sulfur, have been shown to form ash 
during the engine combustion, causing significant deactivation of emissions 
control catalysts. Consequently, it is imperative to develop new AW additives 
which are not just more effective in reducing friction than ZDDP, but also ashless, 
and thus have less impact on emissions control catalysts. Recently, a new-
generation of AW additives, the oil-miscible ionic liquids (IL), has been 
developed. This new phosphorus only-containing AW additive mixed with ZDDP 
demonstrate less-friction and thus greater fuel economy than ZDDP. However, 
there is a lack of studies to investigate its impact on emissions control catalysts. 
Therefore, the present research is aimed at evaluating the poisoning of Pd-based 
three-way catalysts (TWCs) by ZDDP and IL. A Westerbeke SBCG gasoline 
generator or Genset is used to perform accelerated poisoning of the TWCs in six 
different scenarios: neat gasoline (no additives), IL, ZDDP1, ZDDP2, IL+ZDDP1, 
and IL+ZDDP2. After aging, the performance of all accelerated lubricant additive-
aged TWC samples is evaluated and compared to that of NA sample in a bench-
flow reactor. The impact of AW additives ZDDP and IL on the performance of the 
TWCs is investigated by comparing the temperature of 50% conversion (T50) and 
90% conversion (T90) for NO, CO, C3H6, and C3H8, water-gas shift (WGS) 
reaction, and oxygen storage capacity (OSC).. 
The deactivation mechanisms of poisoned TWCs are identified using 






electron probe microanalysis (EPMA), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and inductively 
coupled plasma (ICP) analysis. In addition, a steady state, one-dimensional 
continuous-stirred tank reactors (CSTRs) mathematical model of a TWC is being 
developed, and it considers 14 different global reactions. It is anticipated that the 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
This chapter presents background information on three-way catalysts 
(TWC) research such as emission regulations, TWCs, and engine lubricant 
additives. An overview of typical gasoline engines and description of hazardous 
gas emissions from gasoline engines are given in Section 1.1. Current and future 
trends in US emission regulations and increasingly stringent requirements are 
described in Section 1.2. A description of the structure, composition, and 
performance of a TWC is given in Section 1.3. Finally, a description of the 
molecular structure, components, and properties of commercially-used engine 
lubricant additive ZDDP and next-generation engine lubricant additive IL are 
provided in Sections 1.4.1 and 1.4.2, respectively. 
 
 
1.1 Gasoline Engines 
In the United States, gasoline vehicles that dominate the light-duty vehicle 
fleet (cars and light trucks) are the largest oil consumption sector. According to 
the reports published by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 
2009, passenger cars consume about 40% of US oil consumption and contribute 
20% of all U.S. CO2 emissions from oil consumption [1]. Thus, by implementing 
fuel-efficient technologies for spark ignition (SI) gasoline vehicles, much effort is 
underway to reduce US oil consumption, which can significantly reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions (CO2). The overwhelming majority of automobiles are 
powered by port fuel injection (PFI) gasoline engines. In PFI engines, the fuel is 






outside the combustion chamber. The injected liquid fuel is vaporized by 
absorbing thermal energy from the surface of the intake valve and intake port 
before it enters the cylinder chamber. The composition of exhaust gases from 
gasoline engines typically consists of carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides 
(NOx), unburned hydrocarbons (UHC), hydrogen (H2), water (H2O), carbon 
dioxide (CO2), oxygen (O2), and nitrogen (N2). The main regulated pollutants 
among these species are CO, NOx, and UHC because of harmful health effects, 
and specifically NOx, a major contributor to acid rain. 
Hydrocarbon (HC) and carbon monoxide (CO) emissions are products of 
incomplete combustion. HCs react with nitrogen oxides to form ground-level 
ozone (O3), the main component of smog. O3 irritates eyes, causes shortness of 
breath, wheezing, fatigue, headaches, and nausea, and aggravated respiratory 
problems [2]. In addition, some of the hydrocarbons are also toxic. CO is a 
colorless, odorless, and poisonous gas. High levels of CO can be fatal because it 
restricts the flow of oxygen to the body’s organ [3]. Nitrogen oxides (NO and NO2 
or collectively NOx) are formed through oxidation of N2 under high pressure and 
temperature conditions of combustion inside the engine cylinder. NOx emissions 
not only contribute to the formation of ground-level ozone and acid rain, but also 
cause various health problems [4]. 
 
 
1.2 Emission Regulations 
 The use of automobiles has been widespread and increased rapidly in 
recent decades and with it its adverse impact on the environment. Since various 
environmental pollutants such as NOx, CO, HCs, and particulate matter (PM) 






international community stipulates and continuously implements automobile 
emissions regulations to protect citizens and improve the environment. In the 
USA, the Clean Air Act (CAA) was amended in 1970 to regulate concentration 
levels of HC, CO, and NOx from vehicle exhausts. Light-duty vehicles (LDV) 
emissions standards are divided into Tier1, Tier2, and Tier3. The Tier1 emission 
standards were finalized on June 5, 1991, and phased-in between 1994 and 
1997 for all light-duty vehicles (LDVs) such as passenger cars, light-duty trucks, 
sport utility vehicles (SUVs), minivans, and pick-up trucks [5]. Regulations with 
Tier2 emission standards were phased-in between 2004 and 2009, and they 
were more stringent for large vehicles such as medium-duty passenger vehicles 
(MDPV) [6]. The Tier2 regulations also defined the limits on the amount of sulfur 
permitted in gasoline and diesel fuels, since sulfur could adversely affect the 
exhaust treatment systems and consequently interfere with their operation. The 
recently implemented regulations, Tier3 proposed in March 2013, are more 
stringent than Tier2 in setting new vehicle emissions standards and the lower 
amount of sulfur content of gasoline in 2017. The important changes in Tier3 
regulations are: 1) NMOG (non-methane organic gases) and NOx emissions are 
combined under Tier3 regulation, whereas Tier2 regulated individually. The fleet 
average NMOG+NOx limit has been in effect starting from 2017, and this fleet 
average emission must meet 30 mg/mi by 2025, 2) the durability of after-
treatment devices has been increased from 120,000 miles to 150,000 miles, and, 
finally 3) E10 gasoline, which is contained 10% ethanol, is employed for gasoline 
vehicle’s exhaust and evaporative emissions tests [7]. The certification bin 
standards of Tier3 is shown in Table 1.1. It is separated into seven different bins 

















Bin 160 160 4.2 3 4 
Bin 125 125 2.1 3 4 
Bin 70 70 1.7 3 4 
Bin 50 50 1.7 3 4 
Bin 30 30 1.0 3 4 
Bin 20 20 1.0 3 4 






In addition, the national program by the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) and National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) is developed 
to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and improve the fuel economy of 
light-duty vehicles. As shown in Figure 1.1, GHG emissions from transportation in 
2017 accounted for 29% of total GHG emissions in the United States, and efforts 
and regulations to reduce the amount of GHGs, particularly CO2 emitted from 
transportation. The overall vehicle CO2 emission targets from 2016 to 2025 are 
shown in Table 1.2 [8]. As given in Table 1.2, from 2017 to 2021, the annual CO2 






5% from 2022 to 2025. On average, as a result, the required CO2 emissions with 
the new EPA regulation is 163 g/mile in MY 2025. In addition, the fuel economy 
required for the corporate average fuel economy (CAFE) standards would be 






Figure 1.1 Total U.S. greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by economic sector 







Table 1.2 Emission compliance footprint-based CO2 standards (g/mi) and 
corresponding fuel economy (mpg) and future targets [8]. 
 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 
Passenger Cars 
(g/mi) 
225 212 202 191 182 172 164 257 150 143 
Light Trucks 
(g/mi) 
298 295 285 277 269 249 237 225 214 203 
Combined Cars 
& Trucks (g/mi) 
250 243 232 222 213 199 190 180 171 163 
Combined Cars 
& Trucks (mpg) 





1.3 Automotive Catalysts for Gasoline Engines (TWC) 
To reduce emissions from the gasoline engines, three-way catalysts 
(TWCs) have been employed since the 1980’s [10]. A TWC is commonly used in 
engines operating with a stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio (AFR) of about 14.7:1. 
The TWC aims to effectively control the emissions of NOx, CO, and HCs, which 
are harmful substances contained in the exhaust gases of the gasoline engines, 
to be released into N2, CO2, and H2O. The three main reactions of TWC 
(oxidation reactions, NO reductions, and H2 generation reactions) can be 
expressed as follows: 
1. Oxidation reactions: 






2) CO + O2 → CO2 
3) H2 + O2 → H2O 
2. NO Reduction reactions: 
1) CmHn + NO → N2 (N2O, NH3) + H2O + CO2 
2) CO + NO → CO2 + N2 (N2O) 
3) H2 + NO → N2 (N2O, NH3) + H2O 
3. Hydrogen production reactions: 
1) CO + H2O → CO2 + H2 
2) CmHn + H2O → CO2 + H2 
 
As shown in Figure 1.2, the three-way catalytic conversion efficiencies of 
NO, CO, and UHCs show the highest performance at air-fuel ratios close to the 
stoichiometry point (14.7: 1). However, under excessive air supply conditions 
(fuel-lean condition above A/F is 14.7 or λ is 1), the reaction of the NO reductants 
with excessive air causes a shortage of the NO reducing agent, which 
significantly reduces the NO conversion. Therefore, it must work in narrow bands 
or windows close to the stoichiometric ratio, and an oxygen sensor (or lambda 
sensor) is installed downstream of the catalytic converter to determine the 









Figure 1.2 Typical performance of three-way catalyst (Pd/Rh) as a function 




The widely used configuration of the TWC is a monolith or honeycomb 
structure with a cordierite substrate (2MgO·2Al2O3·5SiO2). The advantages of 
this type of configuration are high surface-to-volume ratio with low-pressure drop 
as well as high heat and mass transfer rates. However, because of the low 
surface area of honeycomb monolith, γ-Al2O3 is employed as the support on the 
monolithic cordierite since it has a high surface area (100-200m2/g) and good 
thermal stability at high temperatures [12]. However, at temperatures exceed 
1000°C, γ-Al2O3 undergoes a phase change to α-Al2O3 with a much smaller 
surface area. Moreover, γ-Al2O3 does not have the capacity of storing and 






oxygen storage material, is added to the washcoat in order to improve the 
conversion of CO, HC, and NOx by storing and releasing oxygen according to 
Ce4+/Ce3+ redox reactions [14]. However, pure CeO2 generally has poor thermal 
stability and weak metal-CeO2 interaction [12,13,15]. Consequently, in order to 
enhance the thermal stability of Pd/CeO2/Al2O3, other oxides such as ZrO2, SiO2, 
BaO, and La2O3 have been added to the catalyst in appropriate amounts [16-27]. 
For example, zirconium oxide (ZrO2) is mixed with CeO2 to form ZrxCe1-xO2 (x = 
0.25), and the mixed oxide (Zr-Ce) is used as an oxygen storage compound [28]. 
In addition, the mixed oxides (CexZr1-xO2) can help to improve noble metal (NM) 
dispersion as well as to reduce particulate matter (PM) [29]. The noble metals 
such as platinum (Pt), Palladium (Pd), and Rhodium (Rh) are generally utilized 
as the active catalyst components. Table 1.3 shows a general function of each 
precious metal. In the past few decades, Pt/Rh TWCs are used commercially at a 
weight ratio of 5:1 (Pt: Rh) because of their high level of activity and good 
resistance to sulfur (S) poisoning. Pd has recently been considered a Pt 
replacement because it was substantially less expensive. However, as the use of 
Pd in automotive catalysts has increased recently, the price of Pd has been 
rising, and it is now much less competitive. According to previous studies [30,31], 
Pt has higher oxidation activity for C3H8 than Pd, while the oxidation of alkanes 
(CH4 and C2H6) on Pd is higher than Pt. It was also found by Yao et al. [30] that 
the rate of CH4 and C2H6 oxidation over Pd is much faster than that of C3H8 
oxidation, but the oxidation of these alkanes over Pt is reversed. Even though 
Pd-based TWC has limitations due to its sensitivity to phosphorous (P), sulfur 
(S), and lead (Pb) poisoning from the fuel as well as from the lubricant additives 
[32,33], it has several advantages compared to Pt-based TWCs such as 
economic consideration, good light-off performance, particularly for UHCs, and 






Table 1.3 General function of precious metal in TWC. 
Precious metal Functions 
Pt Oxidation of CO, HC, and NOx [29,36,37]. 
Pd Oxidation of CO and HC [36-39]. 





1.4 Anti-wear (AW) Additives 
Anti-wear (AW) additives in lubricating oil are used by the automotive 
industry to improve engine efficiency and durability. Currently, the most common 
AW additive is zinc dialkyldithiophosphate (ZDDP) because of its high 
effectiveness in wear protection. ZDDP has been employed in most current 
engine oils as an anti-wear, antioxidant, and corrosion inhibiting lubricant additive 
for a long time. Recently, a new-generation of AW additives, the oil-miscible 
phosphorus only-containing ionic liquids (ILs), have been developed. This new 
AW IL additives, when mixed with ZDDP, has demonstrated in reducing engine 
friction, and thus greater fuel economy than ZDDP. 
 
 
1.4.1 Zinc Dialkyldithiophosphate (ZDDP) 
ZDDP is produced by reacting an alkyl or aryl alcohol with phosphorous 






reaction is neutralized with zinc oxide. The structure and typical characteristics of 
ZDDP are shown in Figure 1.3 and in Table 1.4, respectively. The chemical 
formulation of ZDDP is generally optimized according to engine types. ZDDP is 
classified either as primary or secondary, depending on the type of alcohol used 
in the manufacturing process. In Figure 1.3, R represents an alkyl or aryl group, 
and these alkyl groups can be primary, secondary, and tertiary alkyl groups 
[41,42]. Typically, the more reactive secondary alkyl ZDDP is being used for 
gasoline engines, and primary alkyl ZDDP with high thermal stability is used for 















Table 1.4 Typical characteristics of zinc dialkyldithiophosphate (ZDDP) [45]. 
 
Additive Chemistry Code Zn (%) P (%) S (%) 
Zinc 
Phosphorodithioate 
Secondary, C6 ZDDP-1 8.7 8.0 17.0 
Zinc 
Phosphorodithioate 






1.4.2 Ionic Liquids (ILs) 
In recent years, significant efforts have been expended in developing new 
novel lubricant additives that in addition to better performance in reducing friction 
and wear as well as ashless. Room-temperature ionic liquids (ILs) were originally 
used as electrolytes in batteries and for metal electrodeposition. These room-
temperature ILs were excellent candidates as lubricants or lubricant additives 
due to its low volatility, non-flammability, and high decomposition temperatures 
[46-48]. However, the major problem of ILs as neat or base lubricants and 
additives is its inherent insolubility in common non-polar oil [49-51]. ILs generally 
composed of quaternary alkylphosphonium cations and various anions are found 
to be beneficial in reducing friction [52–54]. Figure 1.4 shows typical cations and 
anions used commonly in ILs. Recently, fully oil-miscible (>50 wt.% solubility in 
GTL oil) alkylphosphonium-organophosphate ILs have been developed, and 
these ILs have been found to effectively decrease friction and wear [55-61]. 






developed with fully oil-miscible alkyl phosphonium-organic phosphate in ILs. 
One particular IL, [P8888][DEHP] with the typical structure shown at the top of 
Figure 1.5, when mixed with 0W-16 engine oil has shown to lower friction by 4% 
to 10% and 82% to 92% lower wear than base oil without additives [62]. Table 
1.5 lists the physical properties of [P8888][DEHP] and [P66614][DEHP] additives 
with different cation structures. Figure 1.6 shows the coefficient of friction and 
wear compared to different types of engine additives. The mixed additives 
([P8888][DEHP] + ZDDP and [P66614][DEHP] + ZDDP) offer the best 
performance in reducing friction and wear characteristics over either IL or ZDDP 
additive. Based on Figure 1.6, Qu et al. [63] found that the friction coefficient and 
the wear volume of the IL+ZDDP additives ([P8888][DEHP] + ZDDP and 
[P66614][DEHP] + ZDDP) are reduced by 30% and 70%, respectively compared 

































oil (wt.%) 23°C 40°C 100°C 
[P8888][DEHP] 805.26 0.86 >1500 611.8 68.2 >50 






Figure 1.6 Synergistic effects discovered (a) between [P8888][DEHP] and 







1.5 Scope of Investigation 
The purpose of the present study is to investigate the effects of lubricant 
additives on the performance of Pd-based TWC and the resulting changes in the 
surface morphology under accelerated engine aging conditions. Specifically, the 
present study focuses on the poisoning of Pd-based TWC by two different 
formulations of conventional ZDDP, primary and secondary ZDDP, and a 
particular fully oil-miscible IL, [P8888][DEHP]. When [P8888][DEHP] is mixed 
with ZDDP, the mixed additive can reduce the friction coefficient and the wear 
volume considerably as compared to conventional ZDDP+base oil. However, in 
order to be the viable candidate as lubricant additives for engine applications, it is 
important that this mixed IL and ZDDP additive has to be compatible with 
automotive emissions control. While considerable efforts have been expended in 
the last twenty years to investigate the impact of ZDDP on the performance of 
TWCs, not much has been done on the impact of IL on TWCs. To be specific, 
thus far in the literature, there is only one study that compared the impact of an 
oil-miscible IL, [P66614][DEHP] and the industry standard ZDDP on the 
performance of the TWCs, and there is no study involved the mixed IL 
([P8888][DEHP]) and ZDDP lubricant additives. This lack of study provides the 
impetus for the present investigation. It is expected that the results from the 
present study would provide further insights into the deactivation mechanisms 
associated with the poisoning of Pd-based TWCs from the mixed IL 
([P8888][DEHP]) and ZDDP lubricant additives. 
 A Westerbeke SBCG single-phase 60 Hz gasoline generator or Genset 
consisting of a 350 cc water-cooled two-cylinder gasoline engine is used to 






(no additives or NA), gasoline+ZDDP1, gasoline+ZDDP2, gasoline+IL, 
gasoline+ZDDP1+IL, and gasoline+ZDDP2+IL.  
Performance evaluations of the fresh and accelerated engine-aged TWC 
samples are carried on a bench-flow reactor (BFR) experiments using CLEERS 
(Crosscut Lean Exhaust Emissions Reduction Simulations) protocol. The thermal 
aging of the catalyst is investigated by comparing the BFR performance of the 
NA-aged TWC sample and the fresh TWC sample. In addition, the results of the 
NA-aged TWC sample are used to examine the effect of lubricant additives on 
TWC performance as a baseline. 
In addition to the BFR performance evaluation, the deactivation 
mechanisms of the TWC from the thermal aging and lubricant additive poisoning 
are identified using surface characterization techniques such as N2 physisorption, 
electron probe microanalysis (EPMA), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and inductively 
coupled plasma (ICP) analyses. 
A steady-state, one-dimensional continuous-stirred tank reactors (CSTRs) 
mathematical model is used to predict the performance of a Pd-based TWC 
sample under the BFR conditions. It is anticipated that the results from the 
mathematical model in conjunction with those from the BFR and the surface 










CHAPTER 2  
LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter provides a review of literature related to the current study on 
the performance degradation of TWCs. Section 2.1 presents a literature review of 
the function of the catalyst promoters comprised of mixed oxides containing 
CeO2-ZrO2 for improving and stabilizing the performance of palladium-based 
three-way catalysts (Pd-based TWCs). Section 2.2 is a literature review of 
catalyst deactivation, such as sintering and poisoning, as a result of impurities in 
fuel and engine lubricant additives. 
 
 
2.1 Promoters for Three-way Catalyst (TWC) 
The average exhaust gas temperature at the inlet of the TWC is generally 
between 300°C and 500°C but can reach up to 1200°C during rapid acceleration 
and unintended engine misfires. In addition, due to exothermic reactions, such as 
the oxidation of CO and UHCs on TWC, the temperature of the catalytic 
converter can reach above 750°C. The components in the catalyst can sinter 
when exposed to high temperatures continuously, resulting in poor catalytic 
performance and shortened lifetime. In addition, sulfur (S), phosphorus (P), and 
zinc (Zn) in the engine lubricant additives and small amounts of S in the gasoline 
can poison the catalyst components, resulting in a reduction in catalyst 
performance and shortening the lifetime. Thus, considerable efforts have been 
attempted to stabilize the catalyst and minimize performance degradation by 






Since the effect of zirconium oxide (ZrO2) on improving the performance of 
cerium oxide (CeO2) in TWCs was not initially well understood, early studies on 
promoters of Pd/Al2O3 TWCs focused on a number of oxides such as La2O3 [66-
71], VOx  [72-75], Na2O, and BaO [76-78]. Since 1997, CeO2 is more commonly 
used as the oxygen storage for improving the conversion of CO, HC, and NOx by 
storing and releasing oxygen according to Ce4+/Ce3+ redox reactions. Later on, 
pure CeO2 has been replaced by mixed oxides (CeO2-ZrO2) by incorporating 
ZrO2 into the CeO2 lattice to improve thermal stability and enhance metal-CeO2 
interaction. Thus, the literature review in this section mainly focused on TWC 
promoters comprised of mixed oxides containing CeO2-ZrO2.  
Fernandez-Garcia et al. [79] and Martınez-Arias et al. [80] studied the 
light-off of CO and NO under stoichiometric CO+NO+O2 gas mixtures for three 
different TWC formulations: Pd/Al2O3, Pd/(Ce,Zr)O2, Pd/10%(Ce,Zr)O2/Al2O3, 
and Pd/33%(Ce,Zr)O2/Al2O3. As seen in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2, the CO 
oxidation and NO reduction of Ce-Zr mixed oxides Pd-based catalysts are much 
better than those of Pd-based catalysts without mixed oxides. In addition, the 
conversion of CO without NO in the simulated gas is 100% in the PdZC catalyst 
at low temperatures, but oxidation of CO is inhibited when NO is introduced in 
the simulated gas. They used DRIFTS results to argue that NO inhibited CO 
oxidation at low temperatures because the passivation of the interface site forms 









Figure 2.1 CO conversion profiles for the CO+ O2 reaction over palladium 





Figure 2.2 Catalyst active for CO (full symbols) and NO (empty symbols) for 
the CO+NO+O2 reaction over Pd samples: (, ) PdZC; (, ) Pd33ZCA; 







Numerous studies have been carried out to investigate the effects of the 
oxygen storage material (OSC), CeO2-ZrO2, on the performance of the Pd-based 
TWC catalyst. Guo et al. [81] found that high oxygen mobility was observed by 
adding Pr (praseodymium) and Nd (neodymium) to binary Ce-Zr mixed oxides at 
low temperatures. Another study by Wu et al. [82] claimed that after the 
hydrothermal aging at 1050°C, the OSC and DOSC of the Ce-Zr-Pr (CZP) and 
Ce-Zr-Nd (CZN) samples were much higher than those of the pure Ce-Zr (CZ) 
sample. Furthermore, the CZP sample showed the best thermal stability among 
the aged samples, and the results of the BET surface area and XRD analysis 
confirmed that CZP had little surface area loss and no phase segregation. 
Additionally, Mikulova et al. [83] investigated the Ce-Zr mixed oxide with Pr ions 
also found higher oxygen mobility at low temperatures compared to Ce-Nd and 
Zr-Ce-Nd oxides. According to studies by Wang et al. [84,85], Pd-only TWCs 
containing Ce-Zr-Pr mixed oxides, improved catalyst performance in both fresh 
and aged samples, with lower light-off temperatures for the conversion of HC, 
NO, and CO compared to Pd-only TWCs containing only Ce-Zr mixed oxides, as 
can be seen in Figure 2.3. They claimed that it is possibly due to the increased 
OSC and improved reducibility of the Ce-Zr-Pr ternary solid solution. 
Furthermore, the addition of Nd (5 wt. %) into CZ (Ce-Zr oxides) improved the 
textural/structural properties of catalysts, enhanced the interaction between the 
metal and the supports, and increased OSC performance, resulting in improving 
the TWC activity for aging samples. Wang et al. [86] also investigated TWC 
samples with rare earth metals such as La, Nd, and Pr doping on Ce0.2Zr0.8O2. 
They found out that the doping of rare earth metals to Ce0.2Zr0.8O2 mixed oxide 
would improve the thermal stability, increase BET surface area even after 
calcination at 1100°C for 4 hours, increased OSC performance, and enhanced 








Figure 2.3 Light-off and full-conversion temperature of HC, CO, NO, and 
NO2 over all the catalysts (a) light-off temperature over the fresh catalysts, 
(b) full-conversion temperature over the fresh catalysts, (c) light-off 
temperature over the aged catalysts, and (d) full-conversion temperature 




 Yttrium (Y) has been studied as a promoter of Ce-Zr mixed oxides. 
Yamamoto and Tanaka [87] compared the performance of Pd-only catalysts 
containing Al2O3, (Ce-Zr) Ox/Al2O3, and (Ce-Zr-Y) Ox/Al2O3 as a supporter. They 






performance for a 50% conversion window under air/fuel fluctuation conditions, 
possibly due to improving OSC and stability. Vidmar et al. [88] and Markaryan et 
al. [89] found that the small amount of Y2O3 addition to Ce0.6Zr0.4O2 improved 
OSC and stability. In a similar study, Yucai et al. [90] observed that the adding of 
the proper amount Y to mixed oxides (Ce0.6Zr0.3Y0.1O2) had a positive effect on 
the light-off temperatures for HC, CO, and NO conversion of Pd-only TWC 
possibly due to the excellent redox properties of Y2O3-modified Ce-Zr mixed 
oxides. Wang et al. [91] studied the effect of Y, Ca, and Ba on the Pd-only TWC 
with Ce-Zr mixed oxides calcinated at 1100°C in the air for 2 hours. They found 
that Pd-only TWC with supported Y, Pd/(Ce-Zr-Y) Ox/Al2O3, was the best 
performance for the oxidation of propane as well as for the resistance toward S 
poisoning. Wang et al. [92] used XPS results to confirm that an appropriate 
amount of Y2O3 might help the stronger interaction between Pd and Zr species to 
increase Pd dispersion. A number of studies [93-95] investigated the positive 
effects of oxygen mobility and OSC improvement by incorporating Fe and Ni 
oxides in Ce-Zr mixed oxides. They found the addition of Fe and Ni helped to 
improve the performance of Pd-only TWC by the formation of Ce-Zr-M-O (M = Fe 
and Ni) tertiary solid solution, which facilitated the reduction of Ce4+ to Ce3+ or the 
formation of oxygen vacancy. 
 A few studies on Pd-based TWC performance have been investigated by 
adding La2O3 to Pd/CeO2-ZrO2 catalysts. Guo et al. [96] confirmed that the light-
off temperature for 50% conversion of the TWC added with La2O3 was enhanced 
after aging for 4 hours at 900°C. Also, improvement of propane (C3H8) 
conversion and thermal stability of TWC by the addition of 10% La2O3 was 
observed by Yao et al. [97] after aging at 1000°C for 5 hours. They confirmed 
that by adding La2O3 to TWCs, high Pd dispersion and reducibility were obtained 






 Several studies have been conducted to investigate the effects of the 
formation of Pd-M (M=NiO and Cu) alloy on CO oxidation and NO reduction 
activity. Hungría et al. reported the performance of Pd-NiO/CeO2-ZrO2/Al2O3 
[98,99] and Pd-Cu/CeO2-ZrO2/Al2O3 [100] for the CO+NO+O2 reaction under 
stoichiometric condition. These studies were found that NiO and Cu enhanced 
the activity of CO oxidation and NO reduction. They believed that the introduction 
of NiO led to a preferential interaction between Pd and (Ce-Zr)Ox, which created 
a more active Pd-(Ce-Zr)Ox interface, improving CO oxidation and NO reduction 
activity. Also, by the formation of Pd-Cu alloy, N-O bonds could be easily 
dissociated, which enhanced CO oxidation and NO reduction. However, it has 
been found that the destruction of the Pd-Cu alloy occurs at high temperatures 
(above 227°C), resulting in the loss of the positive effect of Cu on the reduction of 
NO. 
Iglesias-Juez et al. [101] compared the activities of CO and NO removal of 
Pd/CeO2-ZrO2 catalysts incorporated with Cr and Cu under stoichiometric 
conditions of CO+NO+O2. They reported that the effect of the additive on the CO 
removal activity was slightly enhanced in the case of the Pd-Cu/CeO2-ZrO2 
catalyst, mainly due to the presence of the active species Cu(I) as shown in 
Figure 2.4. Also, adding Cu and Cr for NO removal improved performance 
between 100°C and 200°C, but it was observed the significantly decreased 
activity Pd-Cu/CeO2-ZrO2 above 180°C. Therefore, the application of Pd-M alloys 










Figure 2.4 CO (A) and NO (B) conversion profiles for the 
CO+NO+O2 reaction over bimetallic Pd–M samples and monometallic 








2.2 Catalyst Deactivations 
 According to the most recent EPA standard, Tier 3 regulations, the 
durability requirements for after-treatment have increased from 120,000 miles to 
150,000 miles, and research is being conducted to increase catalyst life. Figure 
2.5 shows a schematic of the deactivation phenomenon. The main causes of 
shortening of catalyst durability can be classified into three different categories: 
• Poisoning due to strong adsorption of impurities and fouling due to deposit 
of impurities. 
• Sintering and evaporation of precious metals due to high temperature.  
• Corrosion/leakage by reaction mixture and mechanical damage. 
The deactivation process is a complex phenomenon, and catalyst deactivation 













 Sintering is a deactivation process due to the agglomeration of catalyst 
particles by high-temperature exposure, resulting in the loss of the catalytically 
active surface due to crystal growth of either support or active phase. The loss of 
support area and catalyst surface area are due to support collapse and pore 
collapse in the crystal phase of the active phase, respectively [102]. There are 
several studies to investigate the sintering mechanism of Pd-based TWC and the 
degradation of the catalyst performance [103-107]. 
 Chen et al. [103] carried out thermal aging in a hydrogen atmosphere for 
various temperatures and time intervals to determine the sintering behavior of Pd 
crystallites supported on γ-Al2O3. They argued that the sintering of Pd in Al2O3 
might cause by three different mechanisms: (1) crystallite migration and 
coalescence, (2) direct ripening, and (3) Ostwald ripening. Xu et al. [104] 
investigated the contribution of metal particle sintering in Pd/Al2O3 under 
accelerated aging of automotive exhaust catalysts at high temperatures (10 
mol% H2O at 900°C). They argued using chemisorption and TEM results that the 
loss of catalytically active surface area was due to the growth of particles on the 
surface of the support rather than encapsulating metal particles inside the 
support. In addition, they claimed that Ostwald ripening under vapor phase 
transport was the main reason for the sintering of the Pd/Al2O3 catalyst, and Pd 
particle size was gradually grown by increasing the sintering time as (time)0.5. 
Chen et al. [105] also investigated the effects of temperature on the Pd/Al2O3 
automotive catalyst. They found that little degradation of Al2O3 was observed at 
high temperatures (~1000°C), and there was no evidence that Pd had undergone 
significant encapsulation by support. However, Pd particle growth determined by 
H2 chemisorption was the main reason for catalyst deactivation in reducing 






[106,107], as more Pd is loaded into the catalyst, the Pd particles sintered more 
severely due to the higher temperature and higher mileage usage. 
 Some studies have shown that at high temperatures, noble metals not 
only increase the particle size but also are encapsulated by the support material 
of the catalyst (usually CeO2-ZrO2), which leads to a decrease in catalyst 
performance [108-111]. An investigation by Graham et al. [109] claimed that 
observation of strained PdO associated with catalytic deactivation by noble metal 
encapsulation indicated that the loss of Pd through encapsulation was greater 
than the loss of Pd previously realized, and encapsulation was generally through 
the process of shrinking pores in CeO2-ZrO2 supporting materials. A schematic of 








Figure 2.6 Schematic diagram of the various aging stages (early (top), 
middle (middle), and late (bottom)), in which Pd particles are encapsulated 




In addition, Graham et al. [110] carried out the accelerated aging with 10 
minutes intervals of reducing or oxidizing gas (1% CO/H2 or 0.5% O2, 
respectively, in N2) at either 1050°C or 1150°C for a total of 12 h. They claimed 
that the ability to accurately measure the degree of Pd encapsulation was 
influenced by several factors, but the use of Raman spectroscopy suggested that 
the presence of modified PdO in the accelerated aging sample provided 
evidence of Pd encapsulation by CeO2-ZrO2. Moreover, the presence of PdO in 






et al. [112] showed that as the aging temperature and catalyst mileage 
increased, precious metal particles were sintered as well as encapsulated in the 
sintered catalyst layer (washcoat), resulting in the CO conversion and OSC 




The definition of poisoning is the process of deactivation by strong 
adsorption of impurities at the catalyst active site. In the case of TWCs, it is well 
known that poisoning is carried out not only by sulfur (S) in fuel but also by zinc 
(Zn), sulfur (S), and phosphorus (P) contained in the engine lubricant additives. 
In the past, because of the use of lead (Pb)-containing gasoline, the impact of Pb 
in the fuel on the TWC was investigated, but recently, with the use of unleaded 
gasoline, Pb is no longer considered as a catalyst poisoning impurity. The main 
components of ZDDP, such as Zn, P, and S, have been shown to form ash 
during the engine combustion and form compounds on the TWC surface, causing 
significant deactivation of the TWCs.  
 
 
2.2.2.1 Poisoning by Sulfur Compounds 
Many studies have been conducted on the effect of S poisoning on TWC 
performance, such as loss of light-off and warm-up activity [32,113-118]. Beck 
and Sommer [117,119] found that the presence of S had a negative effect of 
light-off and warm-up performance on both Pd and Pt-Rh catalysts. By using 






completely reversible for Pt-Rh catalyst, whereas the Pd catalyst was partially 
irreversible. In addition, Beck et al. [114] investigated the effect of SO2 on the Pd 
catalysts supported on Al2O3, 5% CeO2/Al2O3, and 8.6% La2O3/Al2O3. They 
observed that the impact of S poisoning on the Pd/Ce/Al2O3 catalyst was partially 
irreversible at temperatures under 550°C, but it could be reversible when the 
recover cycle at both rich and stoichiometric feed stream was performed above 





Figure 2.7 Reversibility of performance in Pd catalysts as a function of 







Koehl et al. [113] studied the effects of five S levels of 50, 150, 250, 350, 
and 450 ppm in gasoline on commercial vehicle emissions. They found that the 
average tailpipe emissions of HC, NMHC, and CO decreased by about 18% each 
as the S content of gasoline decreased from 450ppm to 50ppm, while the tailpipe 
emissions of NOx decreased 8% respectively. However, the use of gasoline 
containing normal S levels below 50 ppm affected the emissions of HC, NMHC, 
and CO, but NOx was not affected. These effects of S on catalyst performance 
were observed by another Koehl’s paper [120]. 
Yu [116] claimed that the formation of surface sulfite and sulfate groups by 
Al2O3 occurred at temperatures above 200°C from SO2 and SO3 caused by PdS 
oxidation formed by H2S poisoning of PdO up to 200°C. In addition, according to 
the H2 TPR results, most surface sulfite and sulfate groups were removed from 
the catalyst surface at between 400°C and 600°C and partially restored the 
catalytic activity.  
Recent studies have been addressed the sulfation of ceria [121-124]. 
Also, Rodriguez et al. [125] claimed with results of X-ray absorption near-edge 
spectroscopy (XANES) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) that if SO2 
was adsorbed on pure CeO2, SO4 could be formed by the following reaction: 
CeO2(solid) + 4SO2(gas) → 2SO(gas) + Ce(SO4)2(solid) 
The effect of the presence of SO2 on the oxygen storage capacity (OSC) 
in the exhaust gas was studied by Boaro et al. [126]. The study investigated OSC 
in CeO2 and CeO2-ZrO2 mixed oxides and observed that both oxides quickly 









2.2.2.2 Poisoning by Phosphorus Compounds 
At low exhaust temperatures, Zn2P2O7 was formed directly on the 
washcoat surface from the lubricant loss in the exhaust gases, causing site 
deactivation of the TWCs [127,128]. Also, the formation of cerium 
orthophosphate, CePO4, has been identified within catalyst washcoat [129-134]. 
Figure 2.8 schematically shows the deactivation processes of Pd-based TWCs 










In a 100,000-mile vehicle test on nine gasoline passenger cars, the effects 
of different amounts of phosphorus (P) lubricating oil (0.11, 0.08, and 0.06% by 
weight) on TWC (Pt/Rh dual bed catalytic converter) were investigated by Culley 






lubricating oil had a significantly negative effect on HC and CO emissions. Light-
off test results also showed that more P in the lubricant oil negatively affected the 
conversion of NO, CO, and HC in the field trial TWC catalysts. 
The zinc pyrophosphate compound, Zn2P2O7, forms an amorphous glaze 
that acts as a diffusion barrier for the active sites of catalyst and micropores, 
resulting in a degradation of light-off performance [128,136]. The formation of 
cerium orthophosphate, CePO4, within the catalyst washcoat is observed as 
other investigations of TWC poisoning resulting from high-mileage field-service 
with ZDDP [129-134]. The formation of CePO4 is associated with the high-
temperature decomposition of AlPO4, a poisoning precursor due to the 
adsorption of phosphoric acid in the feed stream exhaust gases [130-132]. 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) 
studies of deactivated field-service catalysts have shown preferential adsorption 
of P at the inlet portion of catalysts within a few inches, and  the P concentration 
profile decreased with increasing distance from the catalyst inlet [129,133]. In 
addition, it has been shown that P diffuses into the upper layer of the washcoat 
(usually limited to a depth of 40 µm), and P has a high affinity for washcoat 
materials and becomes chemically strongly absorbed. 
The presence of P in high-mileage TWCs was confirmed by Granados et 
al. [137]. They analyzed the P, Zn, and Pb content using X-ray Fluorescence 
Spectroscopy (XFS) for a fresh TWC and two field-deactivated TWCs with 
44,000 km and 66,000 km, referred by Granados et al. as u-44 and u-66, 
respectively. As expected, their results showed that P accumulation in TWCs 
was higher in high mileage field-deactivated TWC. XRD patterns showed that 
Zn2P2O7 and weak reflections from CePO4 were identified for two field-






reduction and CO and C3H6 oxidation, the strongest deactivation occurred in NO 
reduction and C3H6 oxidation, but not in the CO oxidation reaction. 
Other studies attributed the degradation of TWCs from P to the formation 
of CePO4, and possibly Zn2P2O7. The formation of CePO4 interferes with the 
Ce+4↔Ce+3 redox behavior resulting in oxygen storage inhibition of the TWCs. 
Consequently, the presence of these compounds is the main reason for the 
increase in THC and CO light-off temperatures [128-130].   
P is absorbed in the catalyst inlet portion of the first few centimeters and 
deposited on top of the washcoat layer [132,135,136,138]. Also, depending on 
the average temperature of the exhaust gas, the operating time, and the 
concentration of P on the washcoat, the depth of migration into the washcoat was 
observed differently. Rokosz et al. [129] analyzed P chemistry and P distribution 
from inlet, middle, and outlet regions of the bricks with two catalysts labeled T1 
(120,000 miles) and T2 (102,000 miles). The T1 and T2 were obtained from the 
field, and the XRD pattern indicated that T1 and T2 had a relatively higher 
concentration of MgZn2(PO4)2 and CaZn2(PO4)2, respectively. XRF and BET 
surface area results clearly demonstrated that P, Zn, and Ca (calcium) are all 
preferentially absorbed at the inlet of catalysts, reducing the available surface 
area. The XRF results obtained at the inlet, middle, and rear positions and BET 
surface area results of the T1 and T2 catalysts are shown in Table 2.1. And, 
Figure 2.9 shows the conversion of propylene (C3H6) by comparing a fresh 
sample with an aged catalyst (T1) core cored at different locations. They found 
that the light-off temperature for propylene dramatically decreased from the inlet 
to the middle and the outlet sections, which was related to the degree of P 
contamination. More P deposition in the first 1 inch of the catalyst was observed 
by Culley’s study [135]. Figure 2.10 shows the amount of P deposited within a 






Table 2.1 Surface area and P, Zn, and Ca concentrations for two field-
deactivated catalysts at the inlet, middle, and rear locations [137]. 
Catalyst Location 
Contaminant Levels (wt. %) BET SA 
(m2/gcat.) P Zn Ca 
T1 
Inlet 5.3 3.1 0.5 2.9 
Middle 2.5 0.5 0.0 7.6 
Outlet 1.2 0.3 0.0 7.7 
T2 
Inlet 3.3 1.6 0.4 5.0 
Middle 1.4 0.3 0.0 10.7 






Figure 2.9 Conversion of propylene as a function of temperature over 
various core samples of taxi-type catalyst. From left to right: fresh catalyst; 








Figure 2.10 The amount of P deposited on the catalyst within a few inches, 




While considerable efforts have been expended in investigating the impact 
of ZDDP on the performance of TWCs, not much has been done on the impact of 
IL on TWCs. In a recent study, Xie et al. [134] investigated the impact of a 
particular IL, [P66614][DEHP] on the TWCs against the industry standard ZDDP. 
It is worth to mention here that the IL employed by Xie et al., [P66614][DEHP], 
had a different formulation and components than [P8888][DEHP] used in the 
present investigation. They performed aging of the TWC samples on a 3500W 
single-phase Briggs and Stratton gasoline Genset in three different scenarios: 
neat gasoline (no-additive, or NA), gasoline+ZDDP, and gasoline+IL. After aging 
the performance of the engine-aged TWC samples as well as the fresh sample 
was evaluated on a bench-flow reactor (BFR) and characterized using a variety 






probe microanalysis (EPMA), electrospray analyses, inductive coupled plasma 
mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS), and nuclear magnetic resonance (31P NMR). 
They found severe contamination of P observed in the inlet section compared to 
the middle and outlet sections by EPMA results, and it is shown in Figure 2.11. 
Figure 2.12 shows that the inlet section samples T50 for FUL_ZDDP and FUL_IL 
for NO, CO, and C3H6 are significantly higher than the T50 for the middle section 
samples, which has affected the catalyst performance according to the amount of 
P contamination as seen in EPMA results. In addition, they found that the impact 
of IL on the performance of TWCs was less severe than that of ZDDP. The water 
gas shift reaction (WGS) and the oxygen storage capacity (OSC) of the IL-aged 
TWC sample were less affected than those of the ZDDP-aged TWC sample. 
Furthermore, the P in the washcoat of the ZDDP-aged TWC sample was 










Figure 2.11 EPMA elemental maps of P for the inlet, middle, and outlet 




Figure 2.12 T50 light-off temperatures of NO, C3H6, and CO for FUL_AR(IN), 








CHAPTER 3  
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
 This chapter describes the experimental methods and procedures used for 
the accelerated engine aging of a three-way catalyst (TWC) using an engine 
bench, and the evaluation of TWC performance on a bench flow reactor (BFR). 
Additionally, surface characterization techniques used in the present 
investigation are provided in detail. Section 3.1 presents an overview of an 
engine-bench called Genset for performing accelerated aging by exposing 
lubricant additives to TWC at a target temperature. In addition, this section 
describes the preparation process of a cored TWC sample obtained from a full-
size TWC for mounting in a Genset after-treatment system. Section 3.2 provides 
a description of the bench-flow reactor (BFR) and its components for evaluating 
the performance of TWC samples. Section 3.3 presents BFR experimental 
protocols proposed by Cross-Cut Lean Exhaust Emission Reduction Simulations 
(CLEERS) to investigate the TWC performance. Finally, the principles and 
overviews of the various surface characterization techniques used in the present 












3.1.1 Stoichiometric Gasoline Engine Bench (Genset) 
 
  A Westerbeke 3.5 SBCG single-phase 60Hz marine gasoline generator, 
called Genset, is used for exposing the three-way catalysts (TWCs) to lubricant 
additives. The lubricant additives (IL, ZDDP1, ZDDP2, IL+ZDDP1, and 
IL+ZDDP2) blended into the GTL base oil are dissolved into gasoline in the fuel 
tank and introduced into the combustion chamber through a fuel injector during 
engine operation. The exhaust gases containing the lubricant additive are 
emitted into the atmosphere through the TWC. As the exhaust gases pass 
through the TWC, the components in the lubricant additives are exposed to the 
catalyst at high temperatures and have an impact on it. By calculating the 
consumption of lubricant oil over the catalyst’s full-useful-life (~150,000 miles), 
this method can simulate the accelerated poisoning of the TWC in a short period 
of time caused by lubricant burning between the piston rings and cylinder liner 
during engine operation. The specifications of the Genset are shown in Table 
3.1. The Genset consists of a water-cooled 350 cc two-cylinder gasoline engine 
operating at a constant speed of 2200 rpm, an electric generator, and an 
aftertreatment system consisting of a Pd-based TWC. The engine produces a 
peak power of 10.5 hp at 3600 rpm and peak torque of 21 ft-lbs at 2200 rpm. A 
photograph of the Genset and a schematic of an engine bench are shown in 







Table 3.1 Specification of GENSET. 
Number of cylinders 2 cylinders 
Type 4 cycle 
Displacement 0.35 liter 
Compression ratio 9.2:1 
























The Genset has an electric fuel injection system controlled by a universal 
exhaust gas oxygen (UEGO) sensor or lambda sensor. The sensor is installed 
between the downstream of the engine exhaust manifold and upstream of the 
TWC to monitor the concentration of oxygen in the exhaust gases. This offers 
feedback control of the fuel injection to ensure stoichiometric AFR is attained 
across the TWC. The maximum midbed catalyst temperature during normal 
operation at an applied load of 1.75 kW and 2200 rpm is approximately 480°C, 
but this temperature is too low to carry out accelerated aging of the catalyst. 
Thus, in order to increase the catalyst target temperature, an oxygen injection 
system is installed upstream of the lambda sensor to introduce additional O2 in 
the exhaust manifold. When O2 is injected into the exhaust gases, the AFR 
sensor would indicate more fuel (lambda is above 1) would be needed in the 
combustion chamber even though the engine is operating at stoichiometric 






CO would leave the combustion chamber, and after being mixed with the excess 
O2 would enter the TWC and create exothermic reactions resulting in higher 
TWC temperatures. In this manner, the catalyst temperature can be manipulated 
by adjusting the amount of O2 injected upstream of the lambda sensor during the 
accelerated aging of the TWC when exposed to additives. 
Three type-K thermocouples labeled as T1 to T3 are used to measure the 
exhaust gases and the catalyst midbed temperatures. Thermocouples labeled T1 
and T3 measure the inlet and outlet exhaust gases temperatures, respectively, 
whereas thermocouple labeled T2 measures the catalyst midbed temperature. 
Figure 3.3 shows the temperature change with the amount of injected O2 into the 
exhaust gas stream. In this study, the target initial midbed temperature of the 
TWC is 700°C, and Figure 3.3 indicates that an O2 flow rate of about 4.5 LPM is 
required to reach the target midbed catalyst temperature. Gasoline (E10) with a 
maximum of 30 ppm of sulfur (S) is used to minimize the effect of S poisoning of 
the TWC. To simulate accelerated exposure of the TWC to lubricant additives, 
gasoline mixed with appropriate lubricant additive is used to generate exhaust 
gases containing decomposing products of the lubricant additives to which the 










Figure 3.3 Temperature change for gas inlet, TWC midbed, and gas outlet 




3.1.2 Pd-based Three-way Catalyst (TWC) and Preparing for Accelerated 
Aging 
 The TWCs used for accelerated aging in the present study are obtained 
from a 2009 MY Jeep Liberty V6 from a local dealership. This Pd-based TWC 
consists of a γ-Al2O3 washcoat (high surface area and relatively good thermal 
stability) in addition to CeO2 (oxygen storage material), and promoters such as 
BaO, ZrO2, etc. for improving the performance of the catalyst. This commercial 






mainly differs from each other in the aspects of cell density and precious group 
metal (PGM) content. The front section has a high precious metal content (total 
PGM loading of 0.6% with a ratio of 8:1 of Pd: Rh) and a cell density of 600 cpsi 
while the rear section has a low precious metal content and a cell density of 400 
cpsi. A photograph in Figure 3.4 shows how a cored sample for engine aging is 
obtained from the full-sized TWCs.  
These full-sized TWCs, 105 mm in diameter and 85 mm in length, are 
cored three pieces with a diameter of 42 mm and a length of 85 mm to expose 
the catalysts to decomposing products of lubricant additives on the Genset. Each 
cored catalyst is wrapped in 3M™ Interam™ Mat Mount 1600HT insulation to 
prevent gas bypass and heat loss between the catalyst and steel can, and it is 





Figure 3.4 Cored sample obtained from full-sized TWC for mounting in the 







3.1.3 Exposure of Anti-wear Additives 
 In order to simulate the accelerated exposure of anti-wear additives on the 
TWC, the amount of oil consumption for the full-useful-life of the TWC of 
approximately of 150,000 miles is estimated based on a study of West et al. [139] 
on the oil consumption rate of several vehicles using the standard road cycle 
(SRC). Based on this research, the consumption rate of lubricant additives is 
between 15 and 90 kg/km for typical gasoline vehicles. In the present 
investigation, exposure of the lubricant additives to the TWC is based on the 
worst-case scenario, assuming that the total amount of additives mixed with fuel 
has an oil consumption rate of 90 kg/km. Table 3.2 presents the parameters that 
are needed to estimate the necessary amount of additives for accelerated aging 
of the samples. The amount of estimated exposure ZDDP2, based on the 
maximum consumption of lubricant additives of 90 mg/km, is calculated as 32g, 
assuming 1% additive in the lubricant oil. In order to expose the TWC to the 
same amount of phosphorous (P) with the ZDDP2 accelerated-aging scenario, 
different amounts of additives were mixed with the gasoline (E10). For the 
accelerated-aging scenarios, approximately 45.7g of ZDDP1, 40 g of IL, 20 g of 
IL plus 22.9 g of ZDDP1 for IL+ZDDP1, and 20 g of IL plus 16 g of ZDDP2 for 
IL+ZDDP2 are blended with 9.6 gallons of gasoline. The Genset is operated for 
approximately 24 hours to introduce the required maximum consumption of the 









Table 3.2 Key parameters for calculating the amount of additive required 
for accelerated-aging. 
Parameters  
Engine size 2.4 L-eng 
Oil consumption rate 145 mg/mile [139] 
Normalized oil consumption 60 mg/mile/L-eng 
Oil density 0.85 g/ml 
Catalyst full-useful-life 150,000 miles 
Engine/catalyst ratio 1.5 L-eng/L-cat 
Westerbeke 3.5 SBCG catalyst volume 0.228 L-cat 
Oil consumption in lifetime 16.4 L-oil/L-cat 










3.2 Bench Flow Reactor System 
 
 
3.2.1 Bench Flow Reactor (BFR) Overview 
 The bench flow reactor (BFR) consists of five major components: mass 
flow controllers (MFCs), a steam generator, a quartz tube reactor enclosed in a 
temperature programmable furnace, a data acquisition system (DAQ), and a 
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer. A photograph and schematic 
diagram of BFR is shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. The individual 
gases of the simulated exhaust gases are introduced into the BFR system using 
MFCs with a composition similar to that of the exhaust gases from a gasoline 
engine. The volumetric flow rate of constituent gaseous species of the simulated 
exhaust gases is determined based on a gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) of 
60,000 h-1 according to the protocols proposed by cross-cut lean exhaust 
emission reduction simulations (CLEERS) for gasoline engines. The GHSV is 
given by Equation 3.1, in which Qtotal is the total volumetric flow rate of the 
simulated exhaust gases, and Vcatalyst is the volume of the catalyst sample in the 
reactor. 
 

























 Two three-way switching valves are used to alternate the flow between the 
lean and rich banks. The switching valves are used to perform desulfation for 
engine-aged TWC samples and to carry out an oxygen storage capacity (OSC) 
experiment for all TWC samples. Each gas that passes through the MFCs is 
supplied from the individual gas cylinder. 
 A peristaltic water pump is used to inject de-ionized water into a steam 
generator consisting of a quartz tube enclosed in a Lindberg Minimite tubular 
furnace. N2 is used as the carrier gas to sweep the steam generated from the 
evaporation of the de-ionized water due to high temperature. With a furnace 
temperature of the steam generator of 300°C, an exit steam temperature of 
255°C is obtained. To avoid the formation of unwanted ammonium nitrate 
(NH4NO3) and water condensation, all the stainless-steel tubing of the BFR are 
wrapped with heating tapes and maintained at least at a temperature of 180°C. 
 The TWC reactor consisting of a quartz tube of 25.0 mm outside diameter 
and 43.0 cm long is placed inside a Lindberg Minimite tubular furnace to control 
the inlet temperature of the simulated gas introduced to the catalyst. The 
upstream section of the quartz tube is filled with quartz beads of 5 mm in 
diameter to ensure good mixing and uniform heating of the incoming gas. Fresh 
and engine-aged TWC samples with a diameter of 2.2 cm, a length of 2.54 cm, 
and a cell density of 600 cpsi wrapped in ULTRA-TEMPTM 390 ceramic tape 
strands (to prevent gas bypass) are placed in the downstream section of the 
quartz tube close to the exit of the furnace. A schematic of the TWC reactor and 
a photograph of the cored TWC sample are shown in Figure 3.7. Three Omega 
Type-K thermocouples are used to measure the simulated gas and TWC 
temperatures. Two of the thermocouples positioned on opposite sides of the 
TWC, at approximately 5 mm from the inlet and outlet, are used to measure the 










Figure 3.7 Schematic and photograph of the TWC bench-flow reactor (BFR) 




 A LabVIEW-based DAQ using a virtual control panel is employed to 
control the flow rate of the constituent gases and to record temperatures in real-
time at a frequency of 1 Hz. The inlet and exit concentrations of NO, CO, C3H6, 
C3H8, CO2, NH3, and N2O are measured with a MIDAC-M2000 Fourier transform 








3.2.2 Mass Flow controllers (MFCs) 
 Mass flow controllers (MFCs) are used to accurately and quickly control 
the volumetric flow rates of the constituent of the simulated exhaust gases from 
gas cylinders to the BFR. The volumetric flow rate of each gas component is 
regulated using the MFC, which is adjustable from 0.1 to 10 LPM. The internal 
structure of an MFC is shown in Figure 3.8. For accuracy, the MFC used for each 
gas employs between 60 and 90% of the maximum capacity of the MFC. An 
MFC consists of an inlet port, an outlet port, a mass flow sensor, CPU, and a 
proportional control valve. The mass flow sensor inside the MFC has an 
unheated coil on the upstream and a heated coil in the downstream. When the 
gas enters the MFC through the inlet port, the introduced gas flows into the 
capillary of the mass flow sensor and a bypass. Then, the mass flow sensor 
compares the temperature difference between the upstream and downstream 
coils from which the mass flow rate is calculated. Under the flow conditions, the 
heat of the upstream coil is absorbed by the gas molecules and transferred to the 
downstream coil, resulting in a temperature difference between the two coils. The 
faster the flow rate, the larger the temperature difference between the coils. The 
mass flow rate resulting from this temperature difference is converted to an 
electrical signal by a bridge circuit. The output signals of sensors and input 
signals controlled by LabVIEW range between 0 to 5V, corresponding to zero 
flow and its full scale, respectively. The CPU mounted in the MFC compares the 
voltage of the mass flow sensor with the value of the input signal to proportionally 
adjust the valve and obtain the required flow rate. All MFCs are calibrated with N2 
gas, and the mass flow rate for the actual flow gas needs to recalculate in terms 
of N2 flow rate using a correction factor called the K factor to account for the 
difference in atomic weight. Gas factors (K factor) and properties used in this 







Figure 3.8 Internal structure of a mass flow controller (MFC) [140]. 
 
 
Table 3.3 Actual gas properties and gas factors (K factors). 
Actual Gas K Factor Relative to N2 Cp [Cal/g] 
Density 
[g/l] 
Air 1.0000 .240 1.293 
Ammonia, NH3 .7310 .492 .760 
Carbon Dioxide, CO2 .7382 .2016 1.964 
Carbon Monoxide, CO 1.00 .2488 1.250 
Hydrogen, H2 1.0106 3.419 .0899 
Nitro Oxide, NO .990 .2328 1.339 
Nitrogen, N2 1.0000 .2485 1.25 
Nitrogen Dioxide, NO2 .737 .1933 2.052 
Nitrous Oxide, N2O .7128 .2088 1.964 
Oxygen, O2 .9926 .2193 1.427 
Propane, C3H8 .35 .399 1.967 







3.2.3 Peristaltic Pump and Steam Generator 
 The Cole Parmer MasterflexTM model, a peristaltic pump with adjustable 
flow rates from 0.1 to 580 cc/min, injects de-ionized water using an inner 
diameter of a 0.8 mm Tygon tube. A photograph of the peristaltic pump is shown 
in Figure 3.9. The de-ionized water supplied by the peristaltic pump is mixed with 
the carrier gas N2, and the two-phase mixture enters a heated stainless-steel 
tube of 12.7 cm in outer diameter installed inside a Lindberg Minimite furnace.  
The front portion of the tube is packed with quartz wool, and the rear portion is 
packed with 3.0 mm quartz beads. The injected de-ionized water is absorbed into 
the quartz wool and evaporated at a furnace temperature setting of 300°C. The 
vaporized water is then swept by the carrier gas N2 over the quartz beads where 





Figure 3.9 Photograph of water pump for injection de-ionized water into 







3.2.4 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) Spectrometer 
 A Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) spectrometer is 
commonly utilized in the analysis of multiple gases’ identification and quantity. 
Since the FTIR analyzer can function even under adverse conditions — such as 
high temperature and the presence of acid gases like NOx, SOx, HCL, etc.—it 
can be used in automotive emission control research, where multiple gaseous 
species can be measured simultaneously and in real-time at high temperatures. 
Every gas molecule has a unique absorption spectrum when it is exposed to 
infrared (IR) light since all molecular structures have a unique combination of 
atoms. If the molecule possesses rotation and vibration, the IR spectrum of gas 
species can be obtained due to a change in the dipole moment. Consequently, 
monatomic and homonuclear diatomic molecules such as N2, O2, H2, F2, Cl2, etc., 
which have no electronegativity, cannot be measured by the FTIR analyzer 
because they do not possess the rotational spectrum. Since each gas species 
has unique absorption spectra called fingerprint at the characteristic wavelengths 
in the infrared region, FTIR can use a unique spectral fingerprint to identify 
unknown gaseous compounds compared to a reference. The absorbance can be 
calculated from transmittance, which is the ratio of the intensity measured with 
sample gas to the intensity of the background spectrum. Since the absorbance is 
directly proportional to the gas concentration, the calculated absorbance can be 
used to quantify the concentration of the sample gas. The units of transmittance 
and wavenumber are a percentage and reciprocal centimeters (cm-1), 
respectively.  
In this study, a FTIR spectrometer, MIDAC-M2000 with heated gas cell 
maintained at 195°C, is employed to analyze the gas concentrations through the 
catalyst with the provided software, Essential FTIR. The FTIR is managed 






Michelson interferometer and a photograph of FTIR (MIDAC M-series) are shown 
in Figures 3.10 and 3.11, respectively. The M-series FTIR mainly consists of a 
fixed mirror, a moving mirror, a beamsplitter, a gas sample cell, a HeNe laser, an 
infrared (IR) source, and an MCT detector. The M-2000 FTIR spectrometers can 
be used from 6000 to 400 cm-1 spectra range with potassium bromide (KBr) 
optics due to its suitable transmission (7000 ~ 400 cm-1). A high-resolution 
sample cell with zinc selenide (ZnSe) windows and multiple path lengths of 3.0-m 
is employed. The gas sample cell is heated to around 200°C to avoid ammonia 
nitrate (NH4NO3) formation, which can severely corrode the gold-coated mirrors 
in the sample cell. In the present study, the MIDAC FTIR spectrometer is used to 















Figure 3.11 Photograph of the MIDAC M2000 Fourier transform infrared 







3.3 Bench-Flow Reactor Evaluation of Fresh and Aged Three-
Way Catalysts (TWCs) 
 The bench-flow reactor (BFR) is used to evaluate the performance of fresh 
and engine-aged three-way catalyst (TWC) samples. After accelerated aging on 
the engine bench, the front section of engine-aged TWC samples is used for 
performance evaluation on the BFR, since the front section is expected to be the 
most contaminated from the engine lube-oil additives. For BFR evaluation, the 
TWC samples of 22 mm in diameter and 25.3 mm long are cored from the center 
of the front section of accelerated engine-aged TWC samples. The cored 
samples have approximately 290 cells. Exhaust gas simulation concentrations 
and TWC performance tests are performed with reference to the Crosscut Lean 
Exhaust Emissions Reduction Simulations (CLEERS) protocols. 
 
 
3.3.1 Start-up Procedures for Bench Flow Reactor (BFR) 
 Prior to performing the evaluation on the bench flow reactor (BFR), the 
stainless-steel tubing, the steam generator furnace, and the FTIR sample cell are 
preheated to the required temperatures of 180, 300, and 200°C, respectively 
using heating tapes and preheater. To minimize the use of expensive research-
grade gases, only house air is used to circulate in the BFR during warm-up. In 
order to stabilize the FTIR analyzer, it is necessary to wait a little longer even 
after the sample cell temperature reaches the target temperature of 200°C. Once 
preheating and stabilization of the FTIR are achieved, a gas mixture of N2, CO2, 
and steam vapor or N2 gas is passed through the by-pass line to obtain the FTIR 






all target gas species – such as NO, NO2, CO, C3H6, C3H8, CO2, NH3, and N2O – 
is confirmed by FTIR's standard calibration curve for each gas species that 
flowed through the by-pass line. Once the desired temperatures are reached and 
the concentration of each gas is verified, the performance evaluation of the fresh 
and engine-aged TWC samples on the BFR is initiated. 
 
 
3.3.2 Procedure De-greening of Fresh Sample and De-sulfating of Engine-
aged Samples 
 Before performance evaluation on the BFR fresh TWC sample is 
subjected to the degreening process. The purpose of the de-greening process is 
to stabilize the fresh TWC sample such that repeatable results can be obtained. 
On the other hand, degreening is not needed for accelerated engine-aged TWC 
samples since they have already stabilized at high temperatures for long periods 
of time during the accelerated aging process. The gas composition during the 
degreening process consists of 10% CO2, 10% H2O, and N2 balance at a GHSV 
of 60,000 h-1 and gas inlet temperature of 700°C for four hours. 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the impact of lubricant additives 
on the performance of the TWCs. As mentioned in Section 3.1.3, all engine 
lubricant additives (ZDDP1, ZDDP2, IL, IL+ZDDP1, and IL+ZDDP2) are exposed 
to a TWC based on the same amount of P during accelerated aging. However, 
even though the amount of S contained in the fuel is small (less than 30 ppm), it 
may still have adverse effects on the performance of the TWC. Since IL does not 
contain S compounds, minimizing the S compounds on the catalyst to exclude 
the influence of S is important when comparing the impact of P component of the 






is carried out on the BFR prior to the performance evaluation of all accelerated 
engine-aged TWC samples. It is known that S poisoning can be reversible under 
the lean condition at high temperatures. Thus, the desulfation is performed at a 
gas inlet temperature of 700°C using a slow cycle consisting of 2 minutes lean 
and 2 minutes rich for a total of two hours. The lean cycle consists of 0.3% O2, 
0.2% H2, 13% H2O, and N2 balanced, whereas the rich cycle consists of 0.3% O2, 
1.0% CO, 13% H2O, and N2 balanced at a GHSV of 60,000 h-1. 
 
 
3.3.3 Bench-Flow TWC Evaluation Protocol 
Table 3.4 provides gas compositions and concentrations for different 
combustion engine cases. The simulated gas composition of the S-GDI 
combustion mode is used in this study. Also, in the present study, two types of 
hydrocarbons (HCs): propylene (C3H6) and propane (C3H8), are used to 







Table 3.4 Simulated engine exhaust compositions for gasoline engines 













O2  0.74% 9% 12% 
H2O 13% 8% 6% 
CO2 13% 8% 6% 
Variable components (ppm) 
CO 5000 2000 2000 
NO 1000 500 100 
Hydrocarbon (ppm) on C1 basis (the concentrations in parenthesis are 
used for the liquid HC species) 
Total HC 3000 
C2H4 700 (1050) 
C3H6 1000 (1500) 





3.3.3.1 Oxygen Sweep Experiment 
 As mentioned in Section 1.3, the performance of TWCs for the conversion 
of NO, CO, and UHCs is most efficient at a stoichiometric condition. As the air-
fuel ratio (AFR) increases slightly to a lean condition, the NO concentration will 






of C3H6, C3H8, CO, and NO, the O2 concentration at stoichiometric can be 
calculated theoretically using the definition of stoichiometric reaction, in which the 
only species in the products are H2O, CO2, and N2. The simulated exhaust gases 
consist of 850 ppm C3H6, 100 ppm C3H8, 0.5% CO, 0.1% NO, 0.167% H2, 13% 
H2O, 13% CO2, and balanced N2. Equation 3.2 shows the stoichiometric reaction 
between the simulated exhaust gases and oxygen. 
 
 
0.13 CO2 + 0.13 H2O + 0.00167 H2 + 0.001 NO + 0.005 CO +  
          0.00001 C3H8 + 0.00085 C3H6 + 0.73138 N2 + 0.0072 O2  
                           → 0.13462 H2O + 0.13785 CO2 + 0.73138 N2  
(3.2) 
 
Equation 3.3 shows the percentage of O2 in the stoichiometric condition. 
 
 𝑶𝟐,𝒔𝒕𝒐𝒊𝒄𝒉 = 
(𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟕𝟐)
𝟏 + (𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟕𝟐)
∗ 𝟏𝟎𝟎  =    𝟎. 𝟕𝟐 % (3.3) 
 
However, the actual O2 concentration is slightly different from the 
theoretical value due to experimental error. Therefore, in order to determine the 
exact concentration of O2 at a stoichiometric condition where maximum 
conversion of CO, C3H6, C3H8, and NO is obtained, an oxygen sweep with a 
concentration of O2 (varying between 0.4 and 0.8%) in the simulated exhaust 
gases is performed on the fresh and accelerated engine-aged TWC samples at 








3.3.3.2 Temperature Sweep Experiment 
 Once the O2 concentration at stoichiometric condition is determined, the 
light-off temperature ramps are performed on all TWC samples with O2 
concentration in the simulated exhaust gases corresponding to the stoichiometric 
condition. Figure 3.12 shows the protocol of the temperature profile used for the 
temperature sweep experiment. The light-off temperature ramps are carried out 
for all TWC samples, which are performed by ramping up the furnace 
temperature from 100°C to 600°C at 5°C per minute and cooling down the 
furnace while holding its temperature at 130°C. The temperatures at 50% (T50) 
and 90% (T90) conversion for CO, C3H6, C3H8, and NO are obtained from the 
light-off temperature ramps, and from which the impact of lubricant additives on 
the performance of TWCs can be assessed. In addition, the formation of NH3 and 
N2O provides information that can help to understand the reaction pathway 










Figure 3.12 Temperature profile for temperature sweep experiment. 
 
 
3.3.3.3 Water Gas Shift (WGS) Reaction Experiment 
 Additionally, the impact of anti-wear additives on the water gas shift 
(WGS: CO+H2O→H2+CO2) reaction for fresh and accelerated engine-aged TWC 
samples are investigated in the temperature range between 200°C and 550°C in 
50°C increments, using a mixture consisting of 0.5% CO, 13% H2O, and 
balanced N2 at a GSHV of 60,000 h-1. This reaction is one of the most important 
reactions over the TWC under fuel-rich conditions, in which CO and H2O in the 
exhaust gas are consumed as well as H2, and which affects the reduction of NO 








3.3.3.4 Oxygen Storage Capacity (OSC) Experiment 
 The impact of lubricant additives on ceria (CeO2), the oxygen storage 
material and one of the key constituents of the TWC’s washcoat, is investigated 
by the oxygen storage capacity (OSC) experiment. The experiment is carried out 
for fresh and accelerated engine aging samples in a temperature range from 
300°C to 550°C  in 50°C increments using a slow cycle consisting of 2 minutes 
lean and 2 minutes rich for a total of 4 cycles in a total duration of 16 minutes. 
The lean cycle consists of 0.72% O2 and N2 balance, whereas the rich cycle 









3.4 Surface Characterization Studies 
 In order to determine the effects of contaminants from anti-wear additives 
on the change of material properties of the TWC’s washcoat, fresh and 
accelerated engine-aged TWC samples are characterized using electron probe 
microanalysis (EPMA), powder X-ray diffraction (XRD), Brunauer-Emmett-Teller 
(BET) surface area measurements, and inductively coupled plasma-mass 
spectrometry/optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-MS/OES). The results from the 
surface characterization studies can then be correlated with the performance 
degradation, from which the deactivation mechanisms can be elucidated. 
 
 
3.4.1 Electron Probe Microanalysis (EPMA) 
 Electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) is used to obtain qualitative 
elemental maps and quantitative concentration profiles or line-scans of Mg, Al, 
Si, P, S, Zn, Fe, Zr, Ca, Ce, and O at a cross-section of the washcoat. The 
operation principle of EPMA is that electrons accelerated by a certain 
accelerating voltage (15-20 kV) from a probe (such as an electron beam) or 
electron gun collide with a specimen and emit not only heat but also scattered 
electrons and X-rays. The schematic of the EPMA structure and signals emitted 
when accelerated electrons impact on a specimen are shown in Figure 3.13. 
When the electron beam bombards the specimen, characteristic X-rays, elastic 
scattering (back-scattering electrons (BSE)), inelastic scattering (secondary 
electrons (SE)), cathodoluminescence (CL), etc., are generated. Elastic 
scattering changes the trajectory of the beam electrons in the specimen without 






the beam electrons to the atoms of the specimen without changing the direction. 
The SE come from atoms that have absorbed the energy of the electron beam 
and can be used to obtain high-resolution images of the specimen surface. On 
the other hand, the BSEs reflect off the specimen and from deeper within the 
specimen and produce a composition map of the sample, which is useful for 
analyzing multiphase samples. A schematic of the X-ray generation process is 
shown in Figure 3.14. The characteristic X-ray is generated as follows: Firstly, 
the electrons from the primary beam remove an electron from one of the inner 
shells, resulting in an ionized and unstable state of the atom. Secondly, the 
ionized atom, which becomes unstable by forming inner shell vacancy from 
which the electron is removed, restores stability when the vacancy is filled from 
an electron from the outer shell, and the X-ray photon is emitted. The difference 
in the ionization energy of the electrons associated with the transition is equal to 
the energy of the emitted X-ray, called the characteristic X-ray. Since each 
element has specific ionization energies for each subshell, the difference 
between the energies is a characteristic of the elements involved in the 
generation of X-ray photons, and EPMA uses this principle to analyze the sample 
components and the amount of each element. An energy dispersive 
spectrometer (EDS) and a wavelength dispersive spectrometer (WDS) are used 
as X-ray detectors for qualitative and quantitative analysis. Additionally, SE and 
BSE are employed to obtain an image of the specimen. The BSE image, 
especially, is widely used for EPMA analysis since it can reveal a rough 








Figure 3.13 Schematic of EPMA structure and produced signal impinging 













 The image of the elemental micrograph shows the qualitative distribution 
of elements in the catalyst. Therefore, using EPMA analysis, it is possible to 
identify structural damage of the γ-alumina washcoat (such as crackings and 
delamination) and Zn, S, and P poisoning of accelerated engine-aged TWCs. 
The EPMA instrument, a JXA-8200 (JEOL), is equipped with a backscatter 
detector and five wavelength dispersive spectrometers (WDS). Since more P and 
Zn deposition in the first 1 inch of the catalyst was observed in previous studies, 
analyzing the inlet section of the catalyst is important to reveal the effect of 
lubricant additives on the TWC samples. Therefore, to prepare for EPMA 
analysis, fresh and accelerated engine-aged TWC samples are divided into 
sections with a cross-section of about 1 cm from the inlet and analyzed using the 
central portion of the cross-sectional samples. The TWC sample is placed in a 
phenol ring and covered with resin to hold it in place. After the resin hardened, 
the surface of the sample is carefully polished to be flat and smooth using 1 μm 
diamond paste to ensure the accuracy of the analysis. 
 
 
3.4.2 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 
 X-ray diffraction (XRD) is employed to identify the chemical compound 
and crystalline phases of the samples and obtain particle size. XRD results when 
X-rays collide with atoms in a periodic lattice, and it is used to obtain information 
about the sample since diffraction angles and intensities are unique to the 
chemical compounds. Figure 3.15 shows a two-dimensional schematic of 












 When the crystal structure collides with the monochromatic X-ray radiation 
of wavelength (λ), Bragg reflections occur due to atomic lattice spacing (d), which 
acts as a three-dimensional diffraction grating that diffracts incident X-ray at 
specific angles. Bragg’s Law, which expresses the relationship between the 
wavelength of incident X-rays (λ), the interplanar spacing of the crystal (d), the 
angle of incidence (θ), and the number of the reflections (n) is shown in Equation 
3.4. 
 
2d sin 𝜃 = 𝑛λ,        n = 1, 2, 3, … (3.4) 
 
Since θ is measured from XRD patterns, and λ is the characteristic wavelength of 
incident X-rays, the crystal spacing (d) can be calculated using the XRD pattern. 
In addition, the specimen can be identified from the calculated crystal spacing 






An XRD instrument mainly consists of an X-ray tube, a sample holder, and 
an X-ray detector. X-rays are produced when accelerated electrons strike a metal 
target. In the X-ray tube, a heating filament functioning as a cathode is used to 
produce electrons. The electrons are accelerated by supplying a high voltage, 
and these high-speed electrons bombard the anode metal (Cu, Fe, Mo, Cr), 
which is a ground potential. As a result, X-ray photons of characteristic energy 
and wavelength are produced when accelerated electrons dislodge inner shell 
electrons with enough energy. For single-crystal diffraction, the most commonly 
used target material for the anode is copper (Cu), and the characteristic 
wavelength of CuKα radiation is 1.5418 Å. While the detector is moving in a circle 
around the sample at a selected angle 2θ between 0 and 90°, the X-ray is 
directed towards the slowly rotating sample, and the intensity of the reflected X-
ray is recorded at an angle of 2θ. The X-ray intensity in counts/s is measured by 
a detector and plotted against the angle of the incident X-ray (2θ = 0-90°). 
Powder XRD is used to detect the physicochemical properties of the 
washcoat components, including average PGM crystallite size and phase 
transitions of -Al2O3 as a result of thermal aging. The sectioned samples are 
scraped to remove the γ-Al2O3 washcoat from the cordierite substrate. 
Approximately 20 mg of the washcoat is ground up and mixed with acetone in the 
cavity of a zero-background circular tray of 3.8 cm in diameter. Continuous theta-
two theta (TTH) scans are performed on the PANalytical X’Pert diffractometer 
from 5 to 90° with a CuKα radiation source (λ=1.540598 Å) in a scan mode of 
0.02° in 2s. For measurement, a 10 mm mask (beam length) coupled with 1/4˚ 
fixed slits, a 1/2˚ anti-scatter slit, and a 0.02 rad Soller slit is used. The 
diffractograms are analyzed with X’Pert Highscore® and Jade 6.5® using powder 
diffraction files (PDF) from the International Center for Diffraction Data (ICDD). 






composition of γ-Al2O3 washcoat and the formation of sulfates, AlPO4, CePO4, 
and Zn2P2O7 due to the lubricant additive exposure. 
 
 
3.4.3 Physisorption (Brunauer-Emmett-Teller Surface Area, Pore size, and 
Pore-volume) 
Physical adsorption, called physisorption, is the process in which gaseous 
atoms/molecules are adsorbed onto the surface of a solid at low temperatures 
that occur due to van der Waals forces. The electronic orbital patterns of the 
species involved are not significantly changed during physisorption. 
Physisorption is usually used to measure the BET surface area, pore size 
distribution, and pore volume in a solid. Physisorption is performed at an 
adsorption isotherm with increasing relative pressure (P/P0) by using nitrogen 
(N2) or argon (Ar) gas as an adsorbate at liquid nitrogen temperature of 77K and 
liquid argon temperature of 83K, respectively. The amount of vapor adsorbed 
when a relative pressure (P/P0) is close to unity is used to derive the total pore 
volume by assuming the pores are filled with a liquid adsorbate. An adsorption 
isotherm of the amount of gas adsorbed by the material at a constant 
temperature is plotted as a function of relative pressures. Six different isotherms 
(IUPAC classification) are illustrated in Figure 3.16. The shape of the isotherms 
and the hysteresis loops describes the characteristics of the adsorbent, and 
Table 3.5 explains the characteristics of the adsorbent according to different 















Table 3.5 Describe the characteristics of the adsorbent for six different 
types of isotherms [145,146]. 
Type Characteristics of adsorption 
1 1. Microporous adsorbent 
2. As regards the adsorbate uptake rate, the accessible micropore 
volume is more important than the total internal surface area 
2 1. Non-porous or macroporous adsorbent (unrestricted monolayer-
multilayer adsorption can occur) 
2. The inflection point, called point B, indicates that the multilayer 
adsorption starts to occur from a monolayer coverage 
3 1. Non-porous or microporous adsorbent 
2. The adsorbate-adsorbate interactions play a more important role than 
adsorbate-adsorbent interactions 
4 1. Mesoporous adsorbent 
2. There is a hysteresis loop associated with the occurrence of pore 
condensation 
3. The inflection point appears at the initial part of the type 4 as in case 
of the type 2 
5 1. Mesoporous adsorbent 
2. There is a hysteresis loop as in case of the type 4, but the adsorbent-
adsorbate interactions are relatively weak due to the inflection point 
does not appear 
6 1. Non-porous adsorbent with homogeneous surface (special case) 
Note: macroporous (exceeding 500 Å in diameter), mesopores (between 20 and 500 Å in 






One of the most widely used methods to determine the surface area is the 
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) [147], which extends the Langmuir theory from a 
monolayer to multilayer adsorption using the following hypotheses:  
1. Gas molecules physically are adsorbed on a solid (adsorbent) in 
multilayers 
2. Only gas molecules in adjacent layers interact with each other 
3. The Langmuir theory can be applied to each adsorption layer 
 
















where P0/P is the relative pressure, W is the weight of gas adsorbed at the 
relative pressure, Wm is the weight of monolayer adsorbed gas of surface 
coverage, and C is the BET constant. 
 
The BET constant, C, is calculated using Equation 3.6. 




where E1 is the heat of adsorption for the first monolayer, and EL is the heat of 
adsorption, which is equal to the heat of liquefaction or vaporization of the 
second or higher layers. 
A typical BET plot is shown in Figure 3.17. The surface area of the sample 
can be determined using the BET equation (Equation 3.5) together with the 
information of Type 2 and 4 adsorption isotherms (see Figure 3.16). Typically, 
the BET plot is obtained using five data points in a relative pressure range 
between 0.05 to 0.35. If the BET plot is linear with a positive slope, then the BET 











Equations 3.7 to 3.11 below are used to obtain the specific surface area, SBET, 
from the BET plot. The slope (s) and the y-intercept (i) can be obtained directly 










The weight of the monolayer adsorption gas of surface coverage, Wm, is obtained 


















where N is Avogadro’s number, M is the molecular weight of the adsorbate, and 
Acs is the cross-sectional area of the adsorbate. For N2, the value of Acs is taken 
to be 16.2 Å2 when the N2 monolayer is assumed to be hexagonally close-
packed at 77K. 
 






where w is the weight of the solid sample (adsorbent). 
 
BET surface area measurements of the TWC washcoat are performed in a 
Quantachrome gas sorption system (Autosorb iQ), from which the loss of surface 
area as a result of thermal aging and lubricant additive poisoning can be 
determined. Prior to gas adsorption analysis, the pretreatment is performed on 
approximately 500 mg TWC powder sample (washcoat only), which is placed in a 
quartz sample cell. The pretreatment referred to as degassing or outgassing 
process, is used to remove adsorbed moisture and other contaminants from the 
powder sample. In this study, the degassing process is performed at 180°C for 3 
hours under a flow of a mixture of He and N2. Once degassed, the weight of the 
sample is measured again, and then the sample cell with the degassed powder 
sample is transferred to the analysis station where it is submerged in liquid 






pressure) is obtained by performing N2 adsorption experiments at a liquid 
nitrogen temperature of 77K. In addition, the desorption isotherm is obtained by 
decreasing relative pressures. Pore size distribution and specific pore volume are 
calculated from the desorption isotherms by the Barrett, Joyner, and Halenda 
(BJH) method [148]. 
 
 
3.4.4 Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) Spectroscopy 
Inductively coupled plasma (ICP) analyzer is a surface characterization 
technique used to detect and measure the chemical elements present in the 
samples using plasma and a spectrometer. Gas atoms are separated by positive 
ions (cations) and electrons at high temperature, and plasma flame is generated 
when the high frequency is introduced into induction coils, which induce electric 
field and magnetic field. A schematic of the plasma torch for generating the 
plasma is shown in Figure 3.18. Generally, ICP uses argon gas as a plasma gas, 
and the plasma is generated by the interaction of a radiofrequency field (RF field) 
and argon gas. The plasma temperature can reach a maximum temperature of 
approximately 10,000K, and at such a high temperature, the crystalline elements 
of the sample can be completely atomized. 
In this study, inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) and 
inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) are used 
for measuring all the chemical elements present in the fresh and accelerated 
engine-aged TWC samples quantitatively. The TWC powder sample is fused with 
sodium peroxide (Na2O2) over a Bunsen burner and then dissolved in water. The 
resulting solution is acidified and delivered to a spray chamber by a peristaltic 






generated at the tip of a quartz tube by an induction coil through which an 
alternate current flow. Due to the high temperature of the plasma (~6000-7000K), 
ionization of the sample takes place from which high-energy electrons are 
liberated. As the high-energy electrons drop to the lower energy levels, photons 
at certain wavelengths are emitted. Each element possesses its own 
characteristic emission spectrum, and thus, the spectrum can be acquired with a 
spectrometer to determine the type and concentration of the element. In this 
manner, ICP-OES can be used to measure the total concentration of S, P, Zn, 
Pd, Rh, etc. in fresh and accelerated engine-aged TWC samples.  
Similarly, for ICP-MS, the prepared sample solution is introduced into a 
peristaltic pump for delivering to a spray chamber, and the aerosol is injected into 
an argon-plasma. However, unlike ICP-OES, the ions from the argon-plasma are 
separated according to their mass-to-charge ratio using a quadrupole mass 
spectrometer (MS), and the concentration of elements is measured by a detector 
in proportion to the ion signal. ICP-MS analysis is best to employ in situations in 
which a large number of elements and their amounts are required to be 
identified. For this reason, in the present study, ICP-MS analysis is used to 
measure 60 elements in a fresh TWC sample, from which the chemical makeup 
of fresh TWC can be identified. On the other hand, for TWCs exposed to 
lubricant additives, only selective chemical elements such as P, S, and Zn, the 
major components of lubricant additives, are of particular interest; and they can 














CHAPTER 4  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 This chapter is divided into two main sections and devoted to the 
discussion of the results obtained from the current study. Section 4.1 addresses 
the performance and material characterization of fresh and NA-aged TWCs, from 
which the deactivation mechanisms due to thermal aging is identified. The effects 
of poisoning of various types of lubricant additives such as primary ZDDP 
(ZDDP1), secondary ZDDP (ZDDP2), IL and mixed additives of IL and ZDDP 
(IL+ZDDP1 and IL+ZDDP2) on the performance and material characterization of 
Pd-based TWCs are presented in Section 4.2. The NA-aged TWC sample is 
used as a baseline, to which the performance and material characterization of 
Pd-based TWCs exposed to lubricant additives are compared. Only in this 
manner, the effects of thermal aging on the performance of Pd-based TWCs can 
be isolated from those of poisoning from lubricant additives. The performance of 
all TWCs is evaluated on a bench flow reactor (BFR) using the protocols 
prescribed by CLEERS. In addition, the surface characterization techniques such 
as inductively coupled plasma (ICP) analysis, Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) 
surface area, pore-volume, pore size distribution, electron probe microanalysis 
(EPMA), and X-ray diffraction (XRD) are used to identify the deactivation 









4.1 Fresh and No-Additive (NA) TWC Samples (Thermal Aging) 
 The accelerated aging of an NA-aged TWC sample is performed on a 
gasoline engine bench for 24 hours with a catalyst midbed temperature at 700°C. 
Although such temperature is not high enough to induce a phase transformation 
of the washcoat (γ-Al2O3 to α-Al2O3), it can still cause a reduction of the 
washcoat surface area and sintering of precious metals through thermal 
deactivation. Before the performance evaluation with a bench flow reactor (BFR), 
the fresh sample is degreened, and the NA-aged TWC sample is desulfated 
according to the protocols described in Section 3.3.2. Figure 4.1 shows typical 
temperature profiles of the inlet and exit gas streams as well as the catalyst’s 
midbed of the NA-aged TWC sample for four lean/rich cycles during desulfation. 
The furnace temperature is set between 770°C and 775°C so that the catalyst 
midbed temperature reaches 700°C during the lean cycle (0.3% O2, 0.2% H2, 
13% H2O, and balance N2). As seen in Figure 4.1, during the rich and lean cycle, 
the inlet and outlet gas temperature profiles only slightly change within 10°C. On 
the other hand, during the rich cycle (0.3% O2, 1.0% CO, 13% H2O, and 
balanced N2), the midbed catalyst temperature increases from 700°C to 740°C 









Figure 4.1 Typical temperature profiles at the inlet, middle, and exit of NA-




4.1.1 Performance Evaluations on Bench-Flow Reactor (BFR)  
 Oxygen sweep experiment is performed on the degreened fresh and 
desulfated NA-aged TWC samples at an inlet gas temperature of 500°C with O2 
concentration varying between 0.4 and 0.8% (fuel-rich to fuel-lean). The main 
purpose of the oxygen sweep experiment is to determine the exact O2 
concentration at the stoichiometric condition. Because the conversion of NO is 
maximum at the stoichiometric condition and decreases drastically with 
increasing O2 concentration (lean condition), the point at which the NO 






the concentration of O2 at stoichiometric condition is determined, a temperature 
sweep is performed on both samples at the stoichiometric condition by increasing 
the furnace temperature from 100°C to 600°C at a rate of 5°C per minute. 
Simultaneously, the concentrations of CO, C3H6, C3H8, NO, N2O, and NH3 are 
measured, from which the conversion of CO, C3H6, C3H8, and NO as a function 
of temperature is obtained in the form of the light-off curve. From the light-off 
curve, temperatures at 50% (T50) and 90% (T90) conversion for CO, C3H6, C3H8, 
and NO are obtained, from which the impact of thermal aging on the TWC 
performance is evaluated. Additionally, the effect of thermal aging on the water 
gas shift (WGS, CO+H2O→H2+CO2) reaction for both fresh and NA-aged TWC 
samples is investigated at inlet gas temperatures between 200°C and 550°C in 
50°C increments. The WGS reaction is one of the most important reactions that 
not only affects CO conversion but also produces H2, which is a NO reductant. 
Finally, oxygen storage capacity (OSC) is performed on both samples to 
investigate the impact of thermal aging on ceria (CeO2), which is the oxygen 
storage material. 
 As mentioned in Section 3.3.3.1 of Chapter 3, the point at which the NO 
concentration begins to increase is used to determine the concentration of O2 at 
the stoichiometric condition. Figure 4.2 shows the effect of O2 concentration on 
the conversion of NO, CO, C3H6, and C3H8, as well as the formation of NH3, N2O, 
and NO2 at an inlet gas temperature of 500°C for the fresh TWC sample. A 
temperature of 500°C is selected to ensure the conversion of NO, CO, C3H6, and 
C3H8 to be at least 90% at the stoichiometric condition. As shown in Figure 4.2 
(b), a drastic increase in NO concentration is observed at an O2 concentration of 
0.73%, which is indicative of the stoichiometric condition, whereas the 






 Below stoichiometric in the fuel-rich condition, since the oxidation of CO is 
low when O2 is insufficient, in the fuel-rich conditions (below stoichiometric), CO 
is preferentially reduced by WGS reaction and NO-CO reduction reaction rather 
than by oxidation reaction. In addition, CO, CO2, and H2 can be produced by the 
steam reforming reaction (SR, CmHn + H2O → CO2 + H2) from UHCs such as 
C3H6 and C3H8, over Pd under fuel-rich conditions. As a result, CO concentration 
is very high in fuel-rich conditions and readily reacts with water vapor to produce 
H2 from the WGS. In the fuel-rich condition, H2 is also produced from the SR 
reactions, and in the absence of O2, H2 produced from both WGS and SR 
reactions reacts with NO to yield NH3, as seen in Figures 4.2 (a) and (b). As the 
O2 concentration increases from 0.4 to 0.73%, the oxidation reaction of H2 and 
CO produced from WGS and SR reactions with O2 becomes more dominant, 
resulting in a decrease in CO and NH3. 
 Beyond stoichiometric in the fuel-lean condition, the oxidation of NO 
reductants such as CO, C3H6, C3H8, H2, etc. is more preferential than the 
reduction reactions, resulting in a lack of NO reductants and consequently an 
increase in NO concentration. Furthermore, in the fuel-lean conditions, NOx can 
be converted to N2O and N2 when H2 is deficient (H2 / NOx <2.5) [150,151], and a 
small amount of N2O is produced under oxygen-rich conditions (O2 
concentrations above 0.73%). 
 The oxygen sweep experiment is also performed on the NA-aged TWC 
sample under similar conditions. As seen in Figures 4.3 (a) and (b), a similar 
trend is observed in the concentration of CO, C3H8, NO, and N2O as the O2 
concentration is varied. At stoichiometric condition, the O2 concentration for the 









Figure 4.2 Oxygen sweep with O2 concentration varying between 0.4 to 





Figure 4.3 Oxygen sweep from 0.4 to 0.8% of O2 for the NA-aged TWC 







 Figures 4.4 (a) through (f) show the effect of O2 concentration on the 
concentration of NO, CO, C3H6, C3H8, NH3, and N2O for both fresh and NA-aged 
TWC samples at an inlet gas temperature of 500°C, respectively. As seen in 
Figures 4.4 (a), (b) and (d), the NA-aged TWC sample results show a higher 
concentration or a lower conversion of NO, CO, and the least reactive C3H8 than 
the fresh TWC sample as the O2 concentration is varied between 0.4 and 0.8%. 
On the other hand, the conversion of the more reactive C3H6 for both fresh and 
NA-aged TWC samples is 100%. The reduction in the performance of the NA-
aged TWC sample can be attributed to the sintering of Pd particles and the 
reduction of the surface area of the γ-Al2O3 washcoat as a result of thermal 
aging. The reduction in the surface area of the NA-aged TWC sample will be 
shown in terms of BET surface areas in Section 4.1.2. In the fuel-rich condition 
with the O2 concentration below the stoichiometric condition of 0.73%, the fresh 
TWC sample exhibit a higher concentration or formation of NH3 than the NA-
aged TWC sample, as seen in Figure 4.4 (e). At high temperatures, the formation 
of NH3 from NO and H2 is traditionally expressed by the following reaction 
pathway [151,152]: 
 
 𝑁𝑂 + 2.5𝐻2 → 𝑁𝐻3 + 𝐻2𝑂 (4.1) 
 
In Equation 4.1, H2 required for the formation of NH3 is produced from WGS 
reaction as well as SR reaction of C3H6 and C3H8, both under fuel-rich conditions 
at an inlet gas temperature of 500°C. As will be seen later in Figure 4.8, at an 
inlet gas temperature of 500°C, the reaction rate of the WGS reaction is highest, 
and thus the amount of H2 produced is largest. Under fuel-rich conditions and in 
the presence of CO, NO, and H2, NH3 can also be formed by an additional 







 𝑁𝑂 + 𝐶𝑂 + 1.5𝐻2 → 𝑁𝐻3 + 𝐶𝑂2 (4.2) 
 
According to Oh et al. [151], the presence of CO and H2O increases the 
formation of NH3 due to additional H2 produced from the WGS reaction. In the 
NA-aged TWC sample, less H2 is produced from the WGS reaction due to the 
sintering of Pd particles and hence the reduction of Pd reactive sites as a result 
of thermal aging. Thus, the formation of NH3 for the NA-aged TWC sample is less 








Figure 4.4 Effects of O2 concentration on the concentration of (a) NO (b) CO 
(c) C3H6 ,and (d) C3H8 and formation of (e) NH3 and (f) N2O for fresh and NA-




 Once the O2 concentration at stoichiometric condition is determined from 
the oxygen sweep experiment, a temperature sweep experiment is performed, 
from which the light-off curves for both fresh and NA-aged TWC samples are 






(T90) conversion of NO, CO, C3H6, and C3H8 can be found for both samples. 
Figures 4.5 (a) to (d) show light-off curves for NO, CO, C3H6, and C3H8 of both 
fresh and NA-aged TWC samples, respectively. In addition, Figures 4.5 (e) and 
(f) show the formation of NH3 and N2O for both fresh and NA-aged TWC 
samples, respectively. As seen in Figure 4.5 (a), NO conversion after an initial 
increase shows a sudden decrease in the temperature range between 250°C and 
330°C, during which the conversion of CO and C3H6 reaches a maximum of 
100%, and NH3 is no longer produced (see Figures 4.5 (b), (c), and (e)). Such 
results explain that within this temperature range, reductants for NO such as H2, 
CO, or C3H6-- which are suitable for NO conversion-- are exhausted mainly due 
to oxidation reaction. Figure 4.5 (e) shows that the NA-aged TWC sample 
produces more NH3 than the fresh TWC sample at temperatures between 150°C 
and 280°C, which is possibly related to the degradation of CO conversion in the 
NA-aged TWC sample. It has been reported that the presence of CO in the 
simulated gas can enhance due to oxidation NH3 formation by providing an 
additional reaction pathway [153-157]. Furthermore, NH3 can be produced at low 
temperatures in the range between 150°C and 280°C by the following overall 
reaction involving NO, CO, and H2O: 
 2𝑁𝑂 + 5CO + 3𝐻2𝑂 → 3𝑁𝐻3 + 5𝐶𝑂2 (4.3) 
 
 Based on the light-off curves in Figure 4.5, the temperatures at 50% (T50) 
and 90% (T90) conversion of NO, CO, C3H6, and C3H8 for both fresh and NA-
aged TWC samples are obtained and plotted in Figures 4.6 (a) and (b), 
respectively. As can be seen in Figure 4.6 (a), the NA-aged TWC sample has 
higher T50 than the fresh sample for NO, CO, and C3H6 by 9, 10, and 9°C, 
respectively, but lower for C3H8 by 25°C. Furthermore, the NA-aged TWC sample 






but lower for NO and C3H8 by 22 and 25°C as shown in Figure 4.6 (b). To 
account for the reduction in T50 of NO and C3H8 as well as T90 of NO for the 
NA-aged TWC sample compared with the fresh TWC sample. Figures 4.5 (a) 
and (f) show the delay of NO and higher formation of N2O of the fresh TWC 
sample at temperatures between 300°C and 500°C. This indicates that an 
increase in T50 and T90 for NO and C3H8 in the fresh TWC sample is associated 








Figure 4.5 Effect of inlet gas temperature on the conversion (a) NO, (b) CO, 
(c) C3H6, and (d) C3H8, and the formation of (e) NH3 and (f) N2O for fresh and 
NA-aged TWC samples at stoichiometric condition of 0.73% O2 with inlet 








Figure 4.6 (a) T50 and (b) T90 of NO, CO, C3H6, and C3H8 for fresh and NA-




 The effect of thermal aging on the oxygen storage capacity (OSC) of ceria 
is also investigated using the BFR. During the lean cycle, O2 is stored in the 
mixed oxide (CexZr1−xO2) and on the Pd sites, the stored O2 is subsequently 
released and reacts with CO during the rich cycle to produce CO2. OSC is 






fresh and NA-aged TWC samples in the temperature range between 300°C and 
550°C at a 50°C increment. The result in Figure 4.7 indicates that the 
degradation of the OSC performance of the NA-aged TWC sample is due to the 
agglomeration of cerium oxide and sintering of Pd particles at all temperatures 
investigated in the present study. A midbed temperature of 700°C achieved 
during accelerated engine aging is high enough for the agglomeration of CeO2, 
causing a decrease in OSC [12,158]. Both fresh and NA-aged TWC samples 





Figure 4.7 Oxygen storage capacity (OSC) for fresh and NA-aged TWC 







 The effect of thermal aging on the water gas shift (WGS) reaction 
(CO+H2O → CO2+H2) is also investigated. WGS is an essential reaction of TWC, 
where CO and H2O react under fuel-rich conditions to produce H2, a strong 
reductant of NOx. Figure 4.8 shows the WGS for fresh and NA-aged TWC 
samples at temperatures between 200°C and 550°C at a 50°C increment. Since 
it is not possible to measure H2, a homonuclear diatomic molecule, by the FTIR, 
the amount of H2 produced is estimated by the amount of CO2 produced. As 
shown in Figure 4.8, less CO2 and consequently less H2 is produced by the NA-
aged TWC sample produces at temperatures between 350°C and 450°C due to 
the sintering of Pd, and agglomeration of CeO2 [159-161]. It is well-known that 
the WGS reaction predominantly occurs on the surface of noble metals and that 





Figure 4.8 Formation of CO2 in water gas shift (WGS) reaction for fresh and 







4.1.2 Surface Characterization Analysis Results 
 In the present study, inductively coupled plasma optical emission 
spectroscopy (ICP-OES) is performed on both fresh and NA-aged TWC samples. 
Specifically, for the NA-aged TWC samples, ICP-OES is used to identify 
accumulated contaminants in the TWC washcoat and obtain the amount of 
accumulated contaminants by weight. The γ-Al2O3 of the TWC washcoat is 
crucial since its large surface area (~200m2/g) would provide high dispersion for 
the Pd active sites. And the rate of CO and UHCs oxidation, NOx reduction, and 
WGS reaction is dependent on the number of Pd active sites. For this reason, 
physisorption, from which BET for surface area measurement and BJH method 
for pore volume and pore size distribution are obtained, is used to quantify the 
effects of thermal aging on the reduction of the surface area of the washcoat. 
Additionally, X-ray diffraction (XRD) is used to detect the change in 
physicochemical properties of the washcoat components, including average 
PGM crystallite size and phase transitions of γ-Al2O3. Lastly, the electron probe 
microanalyzer (EPMA) provides a way to examine the relative zinc (Zn) and 
phosphorus (P) content and distribution in the washcoat of the TWC samples 
exposed to anti-wear (AW) additives. In this subsection, the deactivation 
mechanisms of thermally aged TWCs are identified using the surface 
characterization techniques mentioned above. 
 The ICP-MS analysis examines the type and quantity of noble metals, 
washcoat, promoters, and cordierite components used in the TWC. For the 
reasons given in Section 3.4.4, ICP-MS is used to analyze, identify, and quantify 
32 elements present in the fresh TWC sample only. Table 4.1 shows the 
concentration of all elements detected from the fresh TWC sample determined 
from ICP-MS analysis. As seen in Table 4.1, the major elements detected are 






which are the elements that form cordierite (2MgO·2Al2O3·5SiO2), γ-Al2O3 
washcoat, and oxygen storage material (mixed oxides CeO2-ZrO2). Additionally, 
the precious metals, Pd and Rh, are detected at a ratio of 8:1. And more 
importantly, the amount of P—a major component in the IL and ZDDP 
additives—in fresh TWC sample is minute (<20 ppm). Figures 4.9 (a) and (b) 
show the ICP-OES results for P and Zn concentrations of fresh and NA-aged 
TWC samples, respectively. Although no lube oil additive is added to the fuel 
during accelerated-engine aging of the NA-aged TWC sample, a small amount of 
P is found in the NA-aged TWC sample from the exposure to the ZDDP additive 
from the Genset lube oil during the engine-bench aging. On the other hand, Zn, 
the other major component of the ZDDP additive, is not detected in either the 







Table 4.1 Concentration of various elements in fresh TWC sample 








Figure 4.9 ICP-OES results of (a) P and (b) Zn in weight percent for fresh 




 The TWC washcoat's high surface area γ-Al2O3 support is important in 
keeping the Pd catalyst particles well-dispersed, and BET measurements are 
utilized to quantify the changes in surface area. As can be seen in Figure 4.10, 
the BET surface areas of fresh and NA-aged TWC samples are 99.2 m2/g and 
83.4 m2/g, respectively, indicating the impact of thermal aging on the surface 
area of NA-aged TWC sample. Moreover, Figure 4.11 shows the BJH pore 
volumes (a) and pore sizes (b) of fresh and NA-aged TWC samples. Fresh and 
NA-aged TWC samples have a relatively similar pore size, but the pore-volume 






Such results indicate that the catalyst’s temperature of 700°C during the aging 
process for 24 hours drops the surface area of the catalyst by 16% and pore 














Figure 4.11 (a) Pore volume and (b) pore size (BJH method) measurements 




 Figure 4.12 shows the XRD patterns of the washcoat of fresh and NA-
aged TWC samples. The peak denoted by (▼) at 2θ = 29.5° is assigned to the 
mixed ceria-zirconia oxide (Ce1-xZrxO2). The peaks denoted by (○) at 2θ = 10, 
21.7, 26.4, and 28.5° indicates the presence of the remnant of the cordierite 
substrate in the washcoat powder. Despite considerable effort in removing the 
washcoat from the cordierite substrate, all samples inadvertently did contain a 
small amount of cordierite. The peaks at 20.4, 22.83, 24.91, 25.89, 26.89, 28.81, 
31.57, 32.82, 36.23, 40.82, 42.65, 42.96 and 44.06° are assigned to BaSO4 (), 






respectively, are barely visible for both samples due to their small sizes. Even 
though trace amount of P, mainly from exposure to the engine lubricant additive 
during engine operation, is detected in the NA-aged TWC sample by ICP-OES 
and EPMA analysis, but peaks of P-contained compounds such as Zn2P2O7 and 
CePO4 are not detected in XRD patterns. In addition, the Pd peak at 2θ = 39.6° is 
clearly visible for the NA-aged TWC sample but not for the fresh TWC sample, 
which attests to the sintering of Pd particles during thermal aging. Thus, the 
predominant deactivation mechanism of the NA-aged TWC sample is due solely 
to thermal aging rather than poisoning from lubricant additives. Therefore, the 
results of the NA-aged TWC sample from the BFR experiments, such as T50, 
T90, OSC, and WGS reaction, can be used as a baseline and compared to which 













 Results obtained from EPMA analysis provide a way to map the Zn and P 
content and distribution in the washcoat of the TWCs. Elemental maps of Zn and 
P for fresh and NA-aged TWC samples are shown in Figures 4.13 (a) and (b), 
respectively. Figure 4.13 (a) shows no overlayer of Zn on the washcoat surface 
of the fresh TWC sample, whereas a trace amount is found in the NA-aged TWC 
sample. Moreover, a thin layer of P overlayer and slightly P penetration 
throughout the washcoat of the NA-aged TWC sample are shown in Figure 4.13 
(b). The presence of P in the NA-aged TWC sample is due to the contamination 
of the engine lubricant additive from the Genset engine that is consumed during 
the engine operation. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 4.9 (a), a small amount of 





Figure 4.13 EPMA elemental maps of (a) zinc and (b) phosphorus at the 







4.2 Poisoning of Pd-based TWCs by Lubricant Additives 
 This section investigates the effects of lubricant additives such as IL, 
ZDDP1, ZDDP2, IL+ZDDP1, and IL+ZDDP2 on the performance of Pd-based 
TWCs. Section 4.2.1 presents the results obtained from BFR experiments and 
surface characterization studies for IL-, ZDDP1-, and ZDDP2-aged TWC 
samples. Section 4.2.2 compares the effects of single ZDDP additive (ZDDP1 
and ZDDP2) and mixed lubricant additives (IL+ZDDP1 and IL+ZDDP2) on the 
performance of Pd-based TWCs.  
 
 
4.2.1 IL ([P8888][DEHP]) vs. Primary ZDDP vs. Secondary ZDDP  
 
4.2.1.1 Performance Evaluations on Bench-Flow Reactor (BFR) 
 As explained in detail in Section 4.1.1.1, the O2 sweep experiment is 
performed to determine the concentration of O2 at the stoichiometric condition 
based on the drastic increase in NO concentration. Figure 4.14 shows the effect 
of O2 concentration on the concentration of NO for the thermally-aged TWC 
sample (NA), and the TWC samples that have been exposed to lubricant 
additives (IL, ZDDP1, and ZDDP2) at an inlet gas temperature of 500°C. Based 
on the onset of increasing NO concentration, an O2 concentration of 0.73% at a 








Figure 4.14 Effect of O2 concentration on the concentration of NO for NA-, 
IL-, ZDDP1-, and ZDDP2-aged TWC samples with O2 concentration varying 




 Using an O2 concentration of 0.73%, a temperature sweep is performed 
from which T50 and T90 are obtained for all samples with the furnace 
temperatures varying from 100°C to 600°C. Figures 4.15 (a) to (d) show light-off 
curves for NO, CO, C3H6, and C3H8 for NA-, IL-, ZDDP1-, and ZDDP2-aged TWC 
samples, respectively. Additionally, the formation of NH3 and N2O for all TWC 
samples is shown in Figures 4.15 (e) and (f), respectively. Interestingly, in the 
temperature range between 150°C and 280°C, IL- and ZDDP2-aged TWC 
samples produce more NH3 (Figure 4.15 (e)) and increase NO reactivity (Figure 
4.15 (a)) than NA- and ZDDP1-aged TWC samples. As seen in Figure 4.15 (a), 
the NO light-off curves of the TWC samples exposed to lubricant additives are 
similar to that of the NA-aged TWC sample. The NO conversion decreases at 






C3H6 reaches 100% (Figures 4.15 (b) and (c)). As discussed in detail in Section 
4.1 for fresh and NA-aged TWC samples, in this temperature range, the oxidation 
of NO reductants such as H2, CO, or C3H6 is more reactive than the NO 
reduction reaction, resulting in a decrease in the NO conversion and the 
formation of NH3. The reduction in NO conversion in the temperature range 
between 250°C and 300°C is coincident with an increase in N2O formation 
(Figure 4.15 (f)). In addition, the NA-aged TWC sample produces more N2O than 
IL-, ZDDP1-, and ZDDP2-aged TWC samples at temperatures between 230°C 
and 280°C. As shown in Figures 4.15 (b), (c), and (d), for TWC samples exposed 
to lubricant additives (IL, ZDDP1, and ZDDP2), the conversion of CO, C3H6, and 
C3H8 occurs at higher temperatures as compared to NA-aged (thermal aging 
only) TWC sample, indicating a higher T50 and T90. The impact of lubricant 
additives (poisoning) on the performance of TWC is clearly seen in Figures 4.15 
(b), (c), and (d). In particular, the IL lubricant additive has the greatest impact on 
TWC performance of CO and C3H6 conversions compared to the ZDDP1 and 
ZDDP2 lubricant additives. In addition, based on the conversion of CO, C3H6, 
and C3H8, the ZDDP1-aged TWC sample has less impact on the performance of 
TWC than the ZDDP2-aged TWC sample. This is possibly due to lower P, Zn, 









Figure 4.15 Effect of inlet gas temperature on the conversion of (a) NO, (b) 
CO, (c) C3H6, and (d) C3H8 and formation of (e) NH3 and (f) N2O for NA-, IL-, 





 From the light-off curves for NO, CO, C3H6, and C3H8, the temperatures at 
50% (T50) and 90% (T90) conversion of each gas species for NA-, IL-, ZDDP1-, 






(b). In addition, the difference in T50 and T90 between NA-aged TWC sample 
and lubricant additives-aged TWC samples is given in Table 4.2. T50 for CO, 
C3H6, and C3H8 of IL-, ZDDP1-, and ZDDP2-aged TWC samples is higher than 
that of the NA-aged TWC sample, indicating lubricant additives have an 
additional impact on the performance of the TWC in addition to thermal aging. 
Similarly, all lubricant additive-aged TWC samples have higher T90 than NA-
aged TWC samples for NO, CO, C3H6, and C3H8. As seen in Figure 4.16, the IL- 
and ZDDP2-aged TWC samples show a similar increase in T50 and T90 for CO, 
C3H6, and C3H8 compared to that of NA-aged TWC sample. Surprisingly, the T50 
and T90 for CO, C3H6, and C3H8 of the ZDDP1-aged TWC sample are lower than 
those of the ZDDP2-aged TWC sample even though Zn, P, and S are present in 
both lubricant additives. It is possibly due to lower concentration of Zn, P, and S 
in ZDDP1 than ZDDP2 lubricant additive, as will be confirmed in the results of 
ICP-OES and EPMA in Section 4.2.1.2. In previous studies [131,134,137], the 
decrease in THC and CO conversions has also been observed due to the 
presence of P in the conventional ZDDP.  
 Surprisingly, T50 for NO of the ZDDP2-aged TWC sample is 20°C lower 
than that of NA-aged TWC sample. As mentioned previously, the NO light-off 
curves exhibit no definite trend since the NO conversion is very sensitive to the 
reactivity of the reductants such as H2, CO, and C3H6, especially in the 
temperature range between 150°C and 300°C. (see Figure 4.15 (a)). Therefore, it 
is difficult to assess the effects of lubricant additives on the performance of TWC 
based on the light-off behavior of NO conversion. On the other hand, the light-off 
behavior of CO, C3H6, and C3H8 can be used to characterize the performance 
degradation of the TWC either due to thermal aging as well as poisoning from 







Figure 4.16 (a) T50 and (b) T90 of NO, CO, C3H6, and C3H8 for NA-, IL-, 







Table 4.2 Temperature difference in T50 and T90 between NA- and IL-, 




Temperature difference compared 
to NA 
T50 (°C) T90 (°C) 
NO 
IL -2 +38 
ZDDP1 +15 +39 
ZDDP2 -20 +34 
CO 
IL +20 +34 
ZDDP1 +10 +15 
ZDDP2 +17 +30 
C3H6 
IL +29 +44 
ZDDP1 +16 +21 
ZDDP2 +28 +37 
C3H8 
IL +32 +58 
ZDDP1 +26 +46 




 Figure 4.17 shows the OSC for thermally-aged TWC sample (NA) and 
TWC samples exposed to lubricant additives (IL, ZDDP1, and ZDDP2) with inlet 
gas temperature varying between 300°C and 550°C in 50°C increment. As seen 
in Figure 4.17, the degradation in the OSC performance is more severe for IL- 
and ZDDP2-aged TWC samples, whereas the ZDDP1-aged TWC sample is the 






Section 4.1.1, the degradation of the OSC performance for the NA-aged TWC 
sample is mainly due to the agglomeration of CeO2 at high temperatures. On the 
other hand, the most degraded IL- and ZDDP2-aged TWC samples are 
subjected to poisoning from lubricant additives as well as thermal aging. 
Furthermore, the degradation in the OSC performance of the IL-aged TWC 
sample is less severe than that of the ZDDP2-aged TWC at temperatures above 
300°C. One possible explanation is that in addition to P, ZDDP2 lubricant 
additive also has other OSC degradation components such as Zn and S, 
whereas IL only contains P. Surprisingly, the degradation of the OSC of ZDDP1-
aged TWC sample is similar to that of NA-aged TWC sample, even though P, S, 
and Zn are present in ZDDP1 lubricant additive. In a recent study, Xie et al. [134] 
investigated the impact of an oil-miscible IL ([P66614][DEHP]) and an industry-
standard ZDDP on OSC of TWC. They found the impact of the ZDDP lubricant 
additive, they did not specify the type of their ZDDP, on OSC is less severe--
approximately 25% reduction in the OSC compared to the NA-aged TWC sample 
at temperatures above 450°C--than the result of ZDDP2 obtained in the present 
study. On the other hand, the IL ([P66614][DEHP]) lubricant additive has less 
impact on the OSC of TWC in all temperature ranges, which is in contrast to the 
IL ([P8888][DEHP]) used in the present study. The discrepancy between the 
results obtained by Xie et al. and the results obtained in the present study is 
possibly due to different aging temperature and aging time of the accelerated 









Figure 4.17 Oxygen storage capacity (OSC) for NA-, IL-, ZDDP1-, and 
ZDDP2-aged TWC samples at inlet gas temperatures between 300°C and 




 The impact of lubricant additives on the WGS reaction is investigated. 
Figure 4.18 shows the concentration of CO2 produced from WGS reaction for 
NA-, IL-, ZDDP1-, and ZDDP2-aged TWC samples at temperatures between 
200°C and 550°C in 50°C increment. The maximum WGS reaction for all 
samples occurs at 500°C. As expected, significant WGS reactivity losses for the 
IL- and ZDDP2-aged samples above 300°C are mainly due to poisoning from 
lubricant additives. This is another indication that both the IL and ZDDP2 
additives have the same impact on the TWCs, and that the P-content of the 
additives is the key contributing factor to the degradation of the TWCs. 
Interestingly, ZDDP1 lubricant additive has less impact on the OSC performance 






degradation of the WGS reaction for the IL, ZDDP1, and ZDDP2 additives can be 
attributed to the formation of either Zn or P compounds on the washcoat surface 
[165-167]. As mentioned before, it is well-known that the WGS reaction mainly 
occurs over the noble metals, and with those sites completely or partially covered 
with either Zn or P compounds, the reactivity of those sites is reduced 
considerably. Also, it has been reported the presence of CeO2 in the Pd/Rh TWC 
catalyst is known to enhance the WGS reaction [12,159,161–163]. Therefore, it 
can be inferred that the WGS reaction of the ZDDP1-aged TWC sample with less 
reduction in OSC performance (see Figure 4.17) is higher than that of IL- and 





Figure 4.18 Formation of CO2 in water gas shift (WGS) reaction for NA-, IL-, 
ZDDP1-, and ZDDP2-aged TWC samples at inlet gas temperatures between 







4.2.1.2 Surface Characterization Analysis Results 
 ICP-OES analysis is used to determine the weight percentage of P and Zn 
in the washcoat of the TWC samples. The NA-aged TWC sample is used as a 
baseline to which the TWC samples that have been exposed to lubricant 
additives (IL, ZDDP1, and ZDDP2) are compared. Figures 4.19 (a) and (b) show 
the ICP-OES weight percent result for P and Zn for NA- IL-, ZDDP1-, and 
ZDDP2-aged TWC samples, respectively. As seen in Figure 4.19 (a), all TWC 
samples exposed to lubricant additives contain large amounts of P, with the 
smallest amount being 0.30 wt.% in the NA-aged TWC sample, and similar 
amounts are observed in the IL- and ZDDP2-aged samples, 1.31 and 1.38 wt.%, 
respectively. On the other hand, the ZDDP1-aged TWC sample shows the lowest 
exposure to P compared to the IL- and ZDDP2-aged TWC samples, which is 
somewhat surprising since the dose of P remained constant throughout the 
experiment. According to a previous study by Wang et al. [168], lubricant oil 
containing secondary ZDDP (ZDDP2) exhibited higher phosphorus retention 
(~96%) than lubricant oil containing mixed primary (ZDDP1) and secondary 
ZDDPs (~88%) because of different phosphorus volatility. Thus, it can be inferred 
from Wang's study that during the accelerated engine aging, more phosphorus is 
retained on the TWC due to the higher phosphorus volatility of ZDDP1 lubricant 
additive than the lower phosphorus volatility ZDDP2 lubricant. Although there are 
uncertainties such as the different locations of the sample taken for ICP analysis, 
it is clearly seen that all samples exposed to lubricant additives contain large 
amounts of P. The P detected in the NA-aged TWC sample originated from the 
lubricant of the engine, as discussed previously in Section 4.1.1. 
 On the other hand, as shown in Figure 4.19 (b), the highest amount of Zn 
is detected in the ZDDP1-aged TWC sample, whereas a smaller amount is 






Zn. It should be noted that these Zn levels are near the detection limit of the 
instrument and should not be an indication of big differences across the samples, 





Figure 4.19 ICP-OES results of (a) P and (b) Zn in weight percent for NA-,  




 To determine the impact of thermal aging and lubricant additive poisoning 
on the surface area of TWC, N2 physisorption measurement is performed only on 






of the BET surface area of each sample are given in Figure 4.20. Results 
indicate that the NA-aged TWC sample has the largest BET surface area of 
83.44 m2/g, whereas the TWC sample aged with IL has the smallest surface area 
of 74.81 m2/g. In addition, the reduction of surface area for IL-, ZDDP1-, and 
ZDDP2-aged TWC samples compared to the NA-aged TWC sample is 10, 7, and 
3%, respectively. It should be noted that N2 physisorption for all samples is 
performed with as much cordierite removed as possible, the discrepancy in the 
BET surface area of IL-aged TWC sample and ZDDP1- and ZDDP2-aged TWC 
samples is possibly due more cordierite in the IL-aged TWC samples. However, 
it is clearly observed that further reduction in the surface area of the TWC 
samples that have been exposed to lubricant additives (IL, ZDDP1, and ZDDP2) 
are caused by both lubricant additive poisoning and thermal aging. Hussain [169] 





Figure 4.20 BET surface area measurements of NA-, IL-, ZDDP1-, and 








 Figures 4.21 (a) and (b) present the BJH pore volumes and pore sizes of 
NA-, IL-, ZDDP1-, and ZDDP2-aged TWC samples, respectively. As shown in 
Figure 4.21 (a), the BJH pore volumes of IL- and ZDDP2-aged TWC samples are 
similar, whereas the ZDDP1-aged TWC sample has less effect on pore volume 
compared to the NA-aged TWC sample. On the other hand, the BJH pore size of 
all TWC samples is the least affected, as can be seen in Figure 4.21 (b). This 
suggests there is not blocking or occluding of the pores by the compounds 




Figure 4.21 (a) Pore volume and (b) pore size (BJH method) measurements 







 XRD spectra are used to identify compounds formed within NA-, IL-, 
ZDDP1-, and ZDDP2-aged TWC samples (washcoat only), and the XRD patterns 
of those samples are shown in Figure 4.22. It should be noted that since the XRD 
patterns of cerium phosphate (CePO4) peaks and cordierite peaks mostly 
overlap, intensity variations in CePO4 peaks are apparent in lubricant additive 
aging samples. The intensity of CePO4 peaks for ZDDP2- and IL-aged TWC 
samples is stronger than that of the ZDDP1-aged TWC sample. The formation of 
CePO4 in TWC due to lubricant additives (conventional ZDDP and IL) was 
confirmed by Xie et al. [134]. Even though Zn is a major component of ZDDP1 
and ZDDP2 lubricant additives, no peaks associated with Zn, such as Zn2P2O4, 
are observed in the ZDDP1- or ZDDP2-aged TWC samples XRD patterns. The 
peak of Pd at 2θ = 39.6° for the TWC samples exposed to lubricant additives (IL, 
ZDDP1, and ZDDP2) is larger and broader than the NA-aged TWC sample, 




Figure 4.22 X‐ray Diffraction (XRD) patterns for NA-, IL-, ZDDP1-, and 







 EPMA analysis is performed to detect the presence of P and Zn in the 
washcoat of each TWC sample. EPMA micrographs of Zn and P for NA-, IL-, 
ZDDP1-, and ZDDP2-aged TWC samples are shown in Figures 4.23 (a) and (b), 
respectively. A thin layer of highly concentrated Zn is observed on the washcoat 
surface of the ZDDP1- and ZDDP2-aged TWC samples (bright green) with lower 
concentrations (blue) penetrating deeper into the washcoat, whereas only a low 
concentration of Zn is seen in the washcoat of the IL-aged TWC sample. The 
result is not surprising because Zn is present only in ZDDP1 and ZDDP2, but not 
in IL. Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 4.1.2, only a trace amount of Zn is 
detected in the NA-aged TWC sample, mainly through the consumption of the 
lubricant oil during the operation of the engine. 
 On the other hand, the thin layer of highly concentrated Zn on the ZDDP2-
aged TWC sample is more highly visible and contiguous than that on the ZDDP1-
aged TWC sample, as confirmed by the ICP results (see in Figure 4.19 (a)). As 
mentioned before, it is surprising that even the dose of P is kept constant during 
the accelerated engine poisoning engine, the amount of P detected on IL-, 
ZDDP1- and ZDDP2-aged TWC samples is different. As mentioned before, it is 
surprising that even the dose of P is kept constant during the accelerated engine 
poisoning engine, the amount of P detected on IL-, ZDDP1- and ZDDP2-aged 
TWC samples is different. This is possibly due to different  phosphorus volatility 
of ZDDP1 and ZDDP2 lubricant additives [168]. But one thing certain is that all 
TWC samples exposed to lubricant additives are contaminated with large amount 
of P as compared to the NA-aged TWC sample. Five notable features are 
observed from the EPMA micrographs of P shown in Figure 4.23 (b). Firstly, the 
presence of P occurs mainly on the washcoat surface with evidence of P 
penetration inside the washcoat. Secondly, the P overlayer for the NA-aged TWC 






samples. Thirdly, the P overlayer for the ZDDP1-aged TWC sample appears to 
be thinner than that for the ZDDP2-aged TWC sample, which observed the same 
result in the ICP-OES analysis (see in Figure 4.19 (a)). Fourthly, a high 
concentration of P is observed on the washcoat surface for ZDDP1- and ZDDP2-
aged TWC samples (red) as compared to the IL-aged TWC sample (primary 
green). Finally, the concentration of P in the overlayer of the IL-, ZDDP1-, and 
ZDDP2-aged TWC samples is much higher than that of the NA-aged TWC 
sample. The high levels of P are not surprising here but are a clear indication that 
the interactions are similar for each of the additives. The low concentration of P 
in the NA-aged TWC sample is simply due to lube oil consumption through the 





Figure 4.23 EPMA elemental maps of (a) Zn and (b) P at the inlet of NA-, IL-, 







4.2.2 IL+Primary ZDDP (IL+ZDDP1) vs. IL+Secondary ZDDP (IL+ZDDP2) 
 
4.2.2.1 Performance Evaluations on Bench-flow Reactor 
 As described in detail in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.2.1.1, the O2 sweep 
experiment is carried out to determine the concentration of O2 at the 
stoichiometric condition based on an abrupt increase in NO concentration 
between stoichiometric and fuel-lean conditions. Figure 4.24 shows the effect of 
O2 concentration on the concentration of NO for NA-, ZDDP1-, ZDDP2-, 
IL+ZDDP1-, and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples at the inlet gas temperature of 
500°C. In Figure 4.24 and subsequent figures, the results for NA-, ZDDP1-, and 
ZDDP2-aged TWC samples are also shown for comparison purposes. 
Coincidentally, the NO concentration for all TWC samples begins to increase 
rapidly at an O2 concentration of 0.73%, which is not much different from a 









Figure 4.24 Effect of O2 concentration on the concentration of NO for NA-, 
ZDDP1-, ZDDP2-, IL+ZDDP1-, and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples with O2 
concentration varying between 0.4 and 0.8%. 
 
 
 The temperature sweep experiment is conducted to determine T50 and 
T90 of all engine-aged TWC samples at inlet gas temperatures between 100°C 
and 640°C using the O2 concentration at the experimentally-determined 
stoichiometric condition of 0.73% O2 obtained previously. The light-off curves of 
NO, CO, C3H6, and C3H8 for NA-, ZDDP1-, ZDDP2-, IL+ZDDP1-, and IL+ZDDP2-
aged TWC samples are shown in Figures 4.25 (a) to (d), respectively. In addition, 
the formation of NH3 and N2O for all engine-aged TWC samples is plotted in 
Figures 4.25 (e) and (f), respectively. As shown in Figures 4.25 (b), (c), and (d), 
at a given conversion, the conversion of CO, C3H6, and C3H8 for all TWC 
samples exposed to lubricant additives (ZDDP1-, ZDDP2-, IL+ZDDP1-, and 
IL+ZDDP2) always occurs at a slightly higher temperature as compared to the 






and (b)). Such results unequivocally indicate the additional impact of lubricant 
additives (poisoning) on the performance of TWC in addition to thermal aging. 
 Figure 4.25 (e) shows that the ZDDP2- and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC 
samples produce more NH3 compared to NA-, ZDDP1-, and IL+ZDDP1-aged 
TWC samples at inlet gas temperatures between 150°C and 280°C, during which 
the conversion of NO for ZDDP2- and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples is better 
than for NA-, ZDDP1-, and IL+ZDDP1-aged TWC samples (Figure 4.25 (a)). This 
results in a higher T50 for NO for NA-, ZDDP1-, and IL+ZDDP1-aged TWC 
samples, as will be seen later in Figure 4.26 (a). As mentioned previously in 
Sections 4.1.1 and 4.2.1.1, because there is a lack of NO reductants such as H2, 
CO, and C3H6 in the temperature range between 270°C and 320°C, the 
conversion of NO decreases, resulting in an increase in T90 for NO for all 
engine-aged TWC samples. As mentioned previously in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.2.1, 
due to the complexity of the NO light-off curves, it is difficult to characterize the 
effects of lubricant additives on TWC performance using T50 and T90 of NO. 
Based on the light-off curves of CO and C3H6 (Figures 4.25 (b) and (c)), ZDDP2- 
and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples appear to experience more performance 
degradation of TWC than ZDDP1- and IL+ZDDP1-aged TWC samples. As 
mentioned before, this can be attributed to higher P, Zn, and S contents in 











Figure 4.25 Effect of inlet gas temperature on the conversion (a) NO, (b) 
CO, (c) C3H6, (d) C3H8, and the formation of (e) NH3 and (f) N2O for NA-, 
ZDDP1-, ZDDP2-, IL+ZDDP1-, and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples at the 
stoichiometric condition of 0.73% O2 at inlet gas temperatures between 







 Figures 4.26 (a) and (b) show the temperature of 50% (T50) and 90% 
(T90) conversion of NO, CO, C3H6, and C3H8 for NA-, ZDDP1-, ZDDP2-, 
IL+ZDDP1-, and IL+ZDDP2- samples obtained from the light-off curves given in 
Figure 4.25. Also, Table 4.3 shows the difference in T50 and T90 between NA-
aged TWC sample and lubricant additives-aged (poisoning) TWC samples. As 
mentioned before, the T50 of NO for ZDDP2- and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples 
is lower than NA-, ZDDP1-, and IL+ZDDP1-aged TWC samples, which can be 
attributed to the higher formation of NH3  at temperatures between 150°C and 
280°C (see Figures 4.25 (a) and (e)). Except for the T50 of NO, all TWC samples 
exposed to lubricant additives have higher T50 and T90 for CO, C3H6, and C3H8 
than the NA-aged TWC sample, indicating further degradation of the TWC 
performance due to lubricant additives poisoning in addition to thermal aging. 
Except for the T50 and T90 of C3H8, since ZDDP2 lubricant additive contains 
more P, S, and Zn by weight than ZDDP1, it is not surprising that T50 and T90 of 
CO and C3H6 for ZDDP2- and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples are higher than for 
ZDDP1- and IL+ZDDP1-aged TWC samples. Thus, in general, the higher the 
amount of P, Zn, and S in the lubricant additive, the larger the impact on the 
TWC performance. 
 One of the major objectives of the present study is to compare the impact 
on the performance of the TWC by either a single ZDDP lubricant additive or a 
mixed lubricant additive containing both ZDDP and IL (IL+ZDDP). One way to 
determine the impact is to compare the T50 and T90 obtained from a single 
ZDDP lubricant additive and a mixed additive of IL and ZDDP (i.e., ZDDP1 vs. 
IL+ZDDP1 and ZDDP2 vs. IL+ZDDP2). As shown in Table 4.2, the T50 for the 
ZDDP1-aged TWC sample increases by 15, 10, 16, and 26°C for NO, CO, C3H6, 
and C3H8, respectively as compared with the NA-aged TWC sample. Moreover, 






the ZDDP1-aged TWC sample. For the ZDDP2-aged TWC sample, the T50 for 
CO, C3H6, and C3H8 increases by 17, 28, and 31°C, respectively, but decreases 
by 20°C for NO compared with the NA-aged TWC sample. As in the case of 
ZDDP1 and IL+ZDDP1, the T50 for NO, CO, C3H6, and C3H8 for the IL+ZDDP2-
aged TWC sample is similar to that for the ZDDP2-aged TWC sample. A similar 
trend is observed for the T90 for these samples. Based on these results, it is 
apparent that the impact of the mixed lubricant additives, either IL+ZDDP1 or 
IL+ZDDP2, on the TWC performance is similar to that of the ZDDP constituent 
rather than the IL. As will be shown later in Section 4.2.2.2, the results obtained 
from surface characterization studies such as ICP-OES, BET, XRD, and EPMA 
can be used to explain the effects of the lubricant additives on the T50 and T90 








Figure 4.26 (a) T50 and (b) T90 of NO, CO, C3H6, and C3H8 for NA-, ZDDP1-, 









Table 4.3 Temperature difference in T50 and T90 between NA- and ZDDP1-, 





Temperature difference compared 
to NA 
T50 (°C) T90 (°C) 
NO 
ZDDP1 +15 +39 
IL+ZDDP1 +11 +44 
ZDDP2 -20 +34 
IL+ZDDP2 -23 +33 
CO 
ZDDP1 10 +15 
IL+ZDDP1 +8 +16 
ZDDP2 +17 +30 
IL+ZDDP2 +20 +31 
C3H6 
ZDDP1 +16 +21 
IL+ZDDP1 +14 +23 
ZDDP2 +28 +37 
IL+ZDDP2 +26 +35 
C3H8 
ZDDP1 +26 +46 
IL+ZDDP1 +27 +65 
ZDDP2 +31 +48 










 The OSC experiment is performed to investigate the effect of lubricant 
additives on CeO2, the oxygen storage material, in a temperature range between 
300°C to 550°C at a 50°C increment. Figure 4.27 shows the OSC for NA-, 
ZDDP1-, ZDDP2-, IL+ZDDP1-, and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples. The OSC 
performance of the ZDDP2- and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples is more 
degraded than that of the ZDDP1- and IL+ZDDP1-aged TWC samples due to 
ZDDP2 lubricant additive contains more P, Zn, and S content than ZDDP1 
lubricant additive. On the other hand, the OSC performance of the ZDDP1-aged 
TWC sample is comparable to the NA-aged TWC sample at all temperatures 
investigated in the present study. This result is the most surprising despite the 
fact that the ZDDP1-aged TWC sample was exposed to more P, Zn, and S 
poisoning than the NA-aged TWC sample during the accelerated engine aging. 
The reasons for such similarity in the OSC performance of ZDDP1 and NA-aged 
TWC samples can be explained from the results of surface characterization 
studies such as XRD, EPMA, BET, and ICP-OES given in Section 4.2.2.2. As in 
the case of T50 and T90, the OSC performance of the mixed lubricant additives 
(IL+ZDDP1 and IL+ZDDP2) is similar to that of the single ZDDP lubricant 









Figure 4.27 Oxygen storage capacity (OSC) for NA-, ZDDP1-, ZDDP2-, 
IL+ZDDP1-, and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples at inlet gas temperatures 




 The WGS reaction is performed to investigate the impact of lubricant 
additives on the performance of TWC at inlet gas temperatures between 200°C 
and 550°C at a 50°C increment. The concentration of CO2 produced from the 
WGS reaction as a function of temperature for NA-, ZDDP1-, ZDDP2-, 
IL+ZDDP1-, and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples is shown in Figure 4.28. The 
WGS reaction results indicate that the reduction in WGS reaction for all TWC 
samples exposed to lubricant additives (ZDDP1, ZDDP2, IL+ZDDP1, and 
IL+ZDDP2) is greater than the NA-aged TWC sample, indicating that in addition 
to thermal aging, P, S, and Zn poisoning from lubricant additives is also 






TWC samples is significantly degraded than that for ZDDP1- and IL+ZDDP1-
aged TWC samples at all temperatures investigated in the present study. Again, 
the main difference between ZDDP1 and ZDDP2 lubricant additives is that the 
ZDDP2 additive contains more P, S, and Zn. As in the case of OSC performance, 
the impact on the WGS reaction of the TWC of the mixed lubricant additives is 






Figure 4.28 Formation of CO2 in water gas shift (WGS) reaction for NA-, 
ZDDP1-, ZDDP2-, IL+ZDDP1-, and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples at inlet gas 









4.2.2.2 Surface Characterization Analysis Results 
 The weight percentage of P and Zn in the washcoat of the TWC samples 
is determined using ICP-OES analysis and given in Figures 4.29 (a) and (b) for 
NA-, ZDDP1-, ZDDP2-, IL+ZDDP1-, and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples. As 
mentioned previously in Section 4.1.2, the presence of P of 0.3% by weight 
detected in the NA-aged TWC sample is solely due to the P originally from the 
ZDDP additive in the Genset engine lubricant since no lubricant additives are 
added to the fuel for the accelerated thermal aging. Although the amount of 
lubricant additives added to the fuel is calculated based on the same amount of P 
exposed to the catalyst during accelerated engine aging, the amount of P 
detected in ZDDP2- and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples is at least double the 
amount of P found in the ZDDP1- and IL+ZDDP1-aged TWC samples (see 
Figure 4.29 (a)). Interestingly the amount of P detected either in ZDDP- and 
IL+ZDDP-aged TWC samples, i.e., ZDDP1 vs. IL+ZDDP1 and ZDDP2 vs. 
IL+ZDDP2, are similar. It is apparent that the amount of P accumulated on the 
TWC is more affected by the type of ZDDP than IL due to the difference in the 
phosphorus volatility of ZDDP1 and ZDDP2 [168]. On the other hand, as seen in 
Figure 4.29 (b), more Zn is detected in the ZDDP1- and IL+ZDDP1-aged TWC 
samples than the ZDDP2- and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples. As mentioned 
previously in Section 4.2.1.2, the variation in the amount of Zn detected in the 
TWC samples exposed to the lubricant additives is mainly due to the detection 
limit of the ICP instrument and should not be interpreted as an indication of 
strong differences across the samples, but instead, they clearly indicate a low 







Figure 4.29 ICP-OES results of (a) P and (b) Zn in weight percent for NA-, 
ZDDP1-, ZDDP2-, IL+ZDDP1-, and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples. 
 
 
 To investigate the effect of lubricant additives on TWC, the N2 
physisorption is performed on washcoat powder of all engine-aged TWC 
samples, from which the BET surface area, pore-volume, and pore size 
distribution are obtained. Figure 4.30 shows the BET surface area in m2/g of NA-, 
ZDDP1-, ZDDP2-, IL+ZDDP1-, and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples. As shown 
previously in Section 4.1.2, the BET surface area of the NA-aged TWC sample is 
reduced by about 16% compared with the fresh TWC sample mainly due to 
thermal aging. All TWC samples exposed to lubricant additives (ZDDP1, ZDDP2, 






TWC sample with the IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC sample having the smallest surface 
area of 71.6 m2/g. The BET surface area of IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC sample is 
approximately 11.4% lower than that of the ZDDP2-aged TWC sample. This is 
possibly due to the presence of more cordierite in that sample, which has a much 
lower BET surface area than that of γ-Al2O3 washcoat (100~200 m2/g). On the 
other hand, The BET surface area of the ZDDP1- and IL+ZDDP1-aged TWC 
samples is similar to (77.54 vs. 77.74 m2/g), but still 7% lower than the NA-aged 
sample. Even though the loss of BET surface due to the poisoning of the 
lubricant additives alone is not significant varying between 3 and 11.4%, but that 
loss would result in a lower dispersion of the Pd particles, which in turn affects 
the reactivity of the reactions occurring on the Pd active sites. Thus, the 





Figure 4.30 BET surface area measurements of NA-, ZDDP1-, ZDDP2-, 







 The BJH pore volumes and pore sizes of NA-, ZDDP1-, ZDDP2-, 
IL+ZDDP1-, and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples are shown in Figures 4.31 (a) 
and (b), respectively. With regard to the pore volume shown in Figure 4.31 (a), 
the pore volume of all the TWC samples exposed to the lubricant additives is 
reduced compared with the NA-aged TWC sample. The ZDDP2- and IL+ZDDP2-
aged TWC samples have the highest pore volume reduction of 20%, while 
ZDDP1- and IL+ZDDP1-aged TWC samples experience a lower reduction of 
pore volume 6.5%. In contrast to the pore volume, the pore size of all engine 
aged TWC samples is relatively similar, as shown in Figure 4.31 (b). Such results 
indicate that P compounds accumulate in the pores without blocking the pores, 
thereby decreasing the pore volume but not a decrease in pore size. This is in 
agreement with the results obtained by Marja-Liisa [170], which is investigated 
the effects of P on Pt/Pd-based diesel oxidation catalysts (DOCs) consisted of γ-









Figure 4.31 (a) Pore volume and (b) pore size (BJH method) measurements 
of NA-, ZDDP1-, ZDDP2-, IL+ZDDP1-, and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples. 
 
 
 The XRD patterns of the NA-, ZDDP1, ZDDP2-, IL+ZDDP1- and 
IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples are presented in Figure 4.32. As presented in 
Section 4.1.2, the peaks denoted by (▼), (), (◆), and (●) are assigned to   
Ce1-xZrxO2, BaSO4, Pd, and PdO, respectively. For the NA-aged TWC sample, the 
much smaller peaks at 2θ = 21.7, 26.4, and 28.5° are due to interferences from 
the cordierite. Despite efforts to remove only the washcoat from the cordierite 
substrate, all washcoat powder samples are invariably contaminated with the 






(○). The intensity of CePO4 peaks (♠) at 2θ = 21.7 and 28.5° for the ZDDP2-aged 
TWC sample is stronger than that for the ZDDP1-, IL+ZDDP1-, and IL+ZDDP2-
aged TWC samples. The results of EPMA show that the ZDDP2-aged TWC 
sample has the highest P on the washcoat, which is similar to the result of the 
XRD patterns. As mentioned before, although Zn is a major component of 
ZDDP1 and ZDDP2 lubricant additives, Zn-related peaks such as Zn2P2O4 and 
etc. are not observed in the XRD patterns of all TWC samples exposed to 
lubricant additives in the present study, which is in contrast to previous studies in 
which Zn2P2O4 is observed [127,134]. The intensity of the Pd peak at 2θ = 39.6° 
for TWC samples exposed to lubricant additives appears to be stronger than that 
for the NA-aged TWC sample, indicating the additional impact of additives on the 
sintering of Pd particles, which is in agreement with the XRD results obtained by 




Figure 4.32 X‐ray Diffraction (XRD) patterns for NA-, ZDDP1-, ZDDP2-, 







 Figure 4.33 (a) shows EPMA elemental maps of Zn for NA-, ZDDP1-, 
ZDDP2-, IL+ZDDP1-, and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples. As seen in Figure 
4.33 (a), a thin Zn layer is observed on the surface for ZDDP1- and ZDDP2-aged 
TWC samples, whereas only a trace amount of Zn is found on the washcoat 
surface of the IL+ZDDP1- and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples. Since IL lubricant 
additive does not contain Zn, the concentration of Zn in the mixed additives of IL 
and ZDDP (IL+ZDDP1 and IL+ZDD2) is lower than that in the ZDDP only 
lubricant additive (ZDDP1 and ZDDP2), thus reducing the amount of Zn exposed. 
Also, as mentioned in Section 4.2.1.2, the Zn concentration in the ZDDP2 is 
higher than the ZDDP2, the ZDDP2-aged TWC sample shows a more contiguous 
Zn layer on the washcoat surface than the ZDDP1-aged TWC sample, where the 
layer is more incongruous. Furthermore, no evidence of penetration of Zn deep 
inside the washcoat is observed for all accelerated engine-aged TWC samples. 
On the other hand, the presence of Zn in the mixed IL and additives is much 
lower, and especially for IL+ZDDP1, it is barely visible. The results obtained from 
EPMA micrographs for Zn are in contrast to those obtained from ICP-OES 
analysis, in which the amount of Zn found in ZDDP1- and IL+ZDDP1-aged TWC 
samples is higher than in ZDDP2- and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples. The 
discrepancy between the two results, as explained previously, is due to the limit 
of Zn detection of less than 0.08 wt% of the ICP-OES instrument. 
 Figure 4.33 (b) shows EPMA micrographs of P in the washcoat of NA-, 
ZDDP1-, ZDDP2-, IL+ZDDP1- and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples. With the 
exception of the IL+ZDDP1-aged TWC sample, the TWCs exposed to the 
lubricant additives (ZDDP1, ZDDP2, and IL+ZDDP2) show a much higher level of 
P than the NA-aged TWC. As discussed in detail in Section 4.2.1.2, the EPMA 
micrographs of P for TWCs exposed to ZDDP1 and ZDDP2 lubricant additives 






inside the washcoat is much more significant than Zn. The P overlayer for the 
ZDDP2-aged TWC sample is more contiguous and contains more P, as reflected 
by the red color code, than the P overlayer of the ZDDP1-aged TWC sample. On 
the other hand, as in the case of Zn EPMA micrographs, the presence of P in the 
overlayer for the mixed IL and ZDDP additives is much lower, and especially 
IL+ZDDP1-aged TWC sample is indiscernible and similar to that of NA-aged 
TWC sample. The results obtained from EPMA are in contrast to the ICP-OES 
results, in which the concentration of P is highest (1.74 wt%) in IL+ZDDP2-aged 
TWC sample and similar in ZDDP1 and IL+ZDDP1-aged TWC samples (≈0.74 
wt%). Regardless, the EMPA results clearly show that the presence of P on the 
catalyst surface and the penetration of P into the washcoat is the most dominant 








Figure 4.33 EPMA elemental maps of (a) Zn and (b) P at inlet of NA-,  









CHAPTER 5  
MATHEMATICAL MODELING  
This chapter presents a steady-state, one-dimensional continuous-stirred 
tank reactors (CSTRs) mathematical model implemented in MATLAB for 
predicting the performance of fresh and three-way catalyst (TWC). Section 5.1  
describes the governing equations, the chemical reactions, and the global 
chemical reactions with kinetics parameters used in modeling the performance of 
Pd-based TWC. A comparison between the results predicted by the 
mathematical model and the results obtained from the bench flow reactor (BFR) 




5.1 Mathematical Modeling of Pd-based TWC 
 
5.1.1 Overview of TWC Model 
The TWC reactor is modeled as a series of N equal-sized continuous-stirred 
tank reactors (CSTRs). The TWC model implemented in MATLAB was originally 
developed by Stuart Daw [171] of ORNL and is modified for predicting the 
performance of fresh and accelerated engine-aged Pd-based TWC samples 
under the BFR conditions. The accelerated engine-aged TWC samples include 
the thermally-aged TWC sample (NA), and the TWC samples that have been 
exposed to lubricant additives (IL, ZDDP1, and ZDDP2). In deriving the 






1. The performance of all TWC monolith channels can be represented by a 
single channel, which implies that the performance of a multichannel TWC 
sample can be modeled as a single channel instead of the average of all 
channels. 
2. The channel is assumed to be a series of N equal-sized continuous-stirred 
tank reactors (CSTRs) or stages arranged in the axial or flow direction, in 
which the gas-phase mass and energy balance equations can be 
expressed in terms of residence time or the reciprocal of the GHSV. 
3. Each CSTR is assumed to be a one-dimensional steady-state, and well- 
mixed. 
4. The operating pressure of all N continuous-CSTRs or stages is assumed 
to be 1 atm. 
5. All reactions are assumed to occur only on the catalytic surface or the 
washcoat of the channel wall, whereas the reactions in the gas phase are 
neglected. 
6. The inlet concentrations of all species at the first stage or the first CSTR 
are specified by using the composition of the simulated exhaust gases; 
and similarly, the inlet temperature at the first stage is given by the 
experimentally measured temperature of the inlet gas. 
7. The temperature of each stage of the channel is interpolated from the 
temperatures measured from the type-K thermocouples embedded inside 
the TWC sample in the quartz tube reactor. 
8. Mass transfer between gaseous species in the exhaust gases and the 
solid channel wall (the washcoat) is estimated using mass transfer 






9. The minimum number of stages or CSTRs is determined by increasing the 
number of stages until the change in the axial concentration profiles is 
negligible. 
10. Since the CSTRs are connected in series, the exit conditions of the 
previous CSTR (or stage) become the inlet conditions of the next CSTR. 
11. The gas composition, velocity, temperature, and pressure in the gas 
phase are uniform in each stage. 
12. The species concentration and temperature are assumed to be uniform at 
the channel walls of each stage, which means that there are no spatial 
variations within the catalyst wall. 
13. Using the series CSTR approximation, the mass balance system for each 
stage of the channel is reduced from partial differential equations (PDE) to 




5.1.2 Gas Phase Mass Balance 
A gas phase mass balance on species i in a mixture containing n 
components (i = 1, 2, 3 … n) for each stage of the TWC channel can be 






𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑖 𝐼𝑁 𝑎𝑡 𝑉
] − [
𝑀𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 





𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑗 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 𝑉
] = [
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 
𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 














F is the volumetric flow rate through the CSTR in m3/s,  
Ci,f  is the concentration of species i at the reactor inlet in moles/m3,  
Ci is the concentration of species i at the bulk gas and stage outlet in moles/m3,  
Ci,s is the concentration of species i at the solid phase (washcoat) in moles/m3,  
ki,m is the volumetric mass-transfer coefficient of species i in s-1,  
V is the reactor volume in m3,  
Ni is number of moles of species i in the reactor in moles,  
t is time in s. 
 
Since the model of CSTRs in series assumes a constant reactor volume for each 
stage, the residence time, τ [s]  =  𝑉 / 𝐹 is introduced into the gas-phase mass 








where τ is gas residence time in each stage (V / F) in s. 
 
For steady-state the term on the right-hand side of Equation 5.3 vanishes, and 




[𝐶𝑖𝑓 − 𝐶𝑖] − [𝑘𝑖𝑚(𝐶𝑖 − 𝐶𝑖𝑠)] = 0 (5.4) 
 
The initial condition of concentration of the ith species at t = 0, Ci = Ci,0, is given 






coefficient for the volumetric mass-transfer coefficient of the ith species, ki,m, is 
expressed by Equation 5.5, and it is related to the Sherwood number (Sh). 
 
 
 𝑘𝑖,𝑚 = 




Shi is the Sherwood number of species i, 
Dg,i is the diffusivity of species i in m2/s, 
Dh is the characteristic hydraulic diameter of the channel in m, 
as is the surface area per unit volume of washcoat in m2/m3. 
 
The correlation given by Equation 5.6 is used to obtain the Sherwood number of 
the ith species, Shi, for fully-developed laminar flow in a monolith reactor channel 
of a hydraulic diameter Dh [167,168]. 







Re is the Reynolds number, 
Sci is the Schmidt number of species i, 
L is the channel length in m. 
The expressions for the Reynolds number (Re) and the Schmidt number (Sc) of 



















ρg is the mass density of the exhaust gas in kg/m3, 
νm is the mean mass average velocity of the gas in m/s, 
μ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid in kg/(m-s), 
Dg,i is the diffusivity of species i in m2/s. 
 
 
5.1.3 Solid Phase Mass Balance 
The steady-state mass balance in the solid phase of species i in a mixture 
















ki,m is the volumetric mass-transfer coefficient of species i in s-1, 







Ci,s is the concentration of species i at the channel surface or the washcoat 
surface in moles/m3, 
V is the reactor volume in m3, 
𝑅𝑖,𝑠
𝑘  is the surface reaction rate of species i in a k-step chemical reaction in 
moles/m3s. 
 
Dividing Equation 5.10 by the reactor volume, 





The specific surface reaction rate (Ri,s) given by Equation. 5.11 is typically 
expressed in terms of Arrhenius rate law,  
 [𝑅𝑖,𝑠
𝑘 ] = [𝐴𝑖






𝑛 ] (5.12) 
where 
m is the reaction order for species j, 
n is the reaction order for species i, 
𝐴𝑖
𝑘 is the Arrhenius kinetic pre-exponential factor involving species i in a k-step 
chemical reaction in moles(1-m-n)/m3(1-m-n)-s, 
𝐸𝑎𝑖
𝑘 is Arrhenius activation energy involving species i in a k-step chemical 
reaction in kJ/mole,  
𝐶𝑗,𝑠 is the concentration of j species at the solid-wall surface or the washcoat 
surface in moles/m3, 
𝐶𝑖,𝑠 is the concentration of i species at the solid-wall surface or the washcoat 
surface in moles/m3, 
Rg is the universal gas constant in kJ/mole-K, 






Therefore, the solid phase mass balance after combining Equations 5.11 and 
5.12 is 
 [𝑘𝑖,𝑚(𝐶𝑖 − 𝐶𝑖𝑠)] = ∑[𝐴𝑖










The kinetic parameters of the TWC model, such as activation energy (Ea) and 
Arrhenius kinetic pre-exponential factor (A) for the surface reaction rate of 
species i in a k-step chemical reaction, are given in Table 5.2. 
 
 
5.1.4 Gas Phase Energy Balance 
























Since the gas phase reactions are neglected (see assumption 5), the heat 




= ℎ𝑔𝐴𝑠(𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑔) − 𝐹𝜌𝑔𝑐𝑝𝑔(𝑇𝑔 − 𝑇𝑔,𝑖) (5.15) 
where 






ρg is the mass density of the exhaust gas in kg/m3, 
cpg is the specific heat of the exhaust gas in J/kg-K, 
Tg is the exhaust gas temperature in K, 
Tg,i is the exhaust gas temperature at the inlet of the stage inlet in K, 
Ts is the solid-wall or the washcoat temperature in K, 
hg is the convective heat transfer coefficient between the bulk gas and washcoat 
in W/m2-K, 
As is the surface area in m2, 
F is the volumetric flow rate through the CSTR in m3/s. 
 
As in the gas phase mass balance equation, the residence time, τ, is introduced 









For steady-state, the term in the left-hand side of Equation 5.16 varnishes, and 
the energy balance of the gas phase in each stage is simplified to 
 ℎ𝑔𝑎𝑠(𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑔) +
𝜌𝑔𝑐𝑝𝑔(𝑇𝑔,𝑖 − 𝑇𝑔)
𝜏












5.1.5 Solid Phase Energy Balance 

























The model assumes that the temperature at each point in time at the channel 
wall at each stage is uniform, so there is no conduction within the washcoat. In 
addition, radiation losses are neglected in this model. With these assumptions, 








V is the reactor volume in m3, 
ρs is the density of the solid-wall or the washcoat in kg/m3, 
cps is the specific heat of the washcoat and solid wall in J/kg-K, 
Tg is the exhaust gas temperature in K, 
Ts is the washcoat and solid-wall temperature in K, 
T0 is the ambient temperature in K, 
hg is the convective heat transfer coefficient between the bulk gas and washcoat 
in W/m2-K, 
ha is the convective heat-transfer coefficient between the ambient atmosphere 
and the catalyst wall/washcoat in W/m2-K, 
As is the surface area in m2, 
Aw is the external heat transfer surface in m2, 






Rk is the specific rate of the k reaction, 
Δ𝐻𝑘 is the heat generated of the k-step reaction in J/mol. 
 
Dividing both sides of the Equation 5.19 by the reactor volume, the solid phase 




= ℎ𝑔𝑎𝑠(𝑇𝑔 − 𝑇𝑠) − ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑤(𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑜) − ∑𝑅𝑘∆𝐻𝑘
𝑘
 (5.20) 
where as and aw are the surface area per volume of washcoat and the external 
heat transfer surface per volume, respectively, in m2/m3. 
 
Finally, steady-state energy balance for solid phase (washcoat) at each stage 
can be written as: 
 ℎ𝑔𝑎𝑠(𝑇𝑔 − 𝑇𝑠) − ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑤(𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑜) − ∑𝑅𝑘∆𝐻𝑘
𝑘
= 0 (5.21) 
 
As seen in Equation 5.21, to solve the steady-state energy balance for the solid 
phase requires a knowledge of the heat transfer between the wall of the TWC 
and the ambient, from which the convective heat-transfer coefficient between the 
ambient atmosphere and the catalyst wall, hg, can be determined. Furthermore, 
the heat generated from the surface reactions, i.e., the last term on the left-hand 
side of Equation 5.21, varies with the reaction rates, none of which is known 
precisely. Thus, in order to reduce the additional computational complexity in the 
computational model, the catalyst surface temperature in each stage is obtained 
by interpolating from the temperatures measured from the type-K thermocouples 







In summary, the governing equations for the one-dimensional, steady-
state of N equal-sized CSTRs in series are shown in Equations 5.22-5.25, and 
the symbols and units of the parameters used in the model are given in Table 
5.1. 
 




[𝐶𝑖𝑓 − 𝐶𝑖] − [𝑘𝑖𝑚(𝐶𝑖 − 𝐶𝑖𝑠)] = 0 (5.22) 
 
Gas phase energy balance: 
 ℎ𝑔𝑎𝑠(𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑔) +
𝜌𝑔𝑐𝑝𝑔(𝑇𝑔,𝑖 − 𝑇𝑔)
𝜏
= 0 (5.23) 
 
Solid phase mass balance: 
 
 





Solid phase energy balance: 
 ℎ𝑔𝑎𝑠(𝑇𝑔 − 𝑇𝑠) − ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑤(𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑜) − ∑𝑅𝑘∆𝐻𝑘
𝑘











Table 5.1 Notation for mass and energy balance equations. 
F Volumetric flow rate through the reactor (m3/s) 
V Reactor volume (m3) 
𝐴𝑠 Surface area (m2) 
𝐴𝑤 External heat transfer surface (m2) 
Dh Characteristic hydraulic diameter of the channel (m) 
𝐷𝑔,𝑖 Diffusivity of species i (m2/s) 
L Monolith channel length (m) 
τ Gas residence time in each stage (s) 
Rg Ideal gas constant [kJ/mole-K] 
𝑐𝑝𝑔 Specific heat of the exhaust gases (J/kg-K) 
𝑐𝑝𝑠 Specific heat of the washcoat and solid wall (J/kg-K) 
Ci Concentration of species i at the bulk gas and stage outlet (moles/m3) 
Ci,f Concentration of species i at the reactor inlet (moles/m3) 
Ci,s Concentration of i species at the solid phase (moles/m3) 
C𝑗,s Concentration of j species at the solid phase (moles/m3) 
Ni Number of moles of species i in the reactor (moles) 
ℎg Heat transfer coefficient between the bulk gas and washcoat (W/m2-K) 
ℎ𝑎 
Convective heat transfer coefficient between the ambient atmosphere and the 
catalyst wall/washcoat (W/m2-K) 
𝑘i,m Mass transfer coefficient (s-1) 
𝑅k
 k-step chemical reaction rate (mol/m3-s) 
t Time (s) 






Table 5.1 continued 
Tg,i Exhaust gas temperature at the inlet of the stage inlet (K) 
Ts Washcoat and solid-wall temperature (K) 
To Ambient temperature (K) 
Ai
k 
Arrhenius kinetic pre-exponential factor involving species i in a k-step chemical 
reaction (moles(1-m-n)/m3(1-m-n)-s), where, m and n are the reaction order for species j 
and i, respectively 
Eai
k 
Arrhenius activation energy involving species i in a k-step chemical reaction 
(kJ/mole) 
Ri,s
k  Surface reaction rate of species i in a k-step chemical reaction (moles/m3s) 
R𝑘 Specific rate of the k reaction 
Δ𝐻𝑘 Heat generated of the k-step reaction (J/mol) 
ρg Mass density of the exhaust gas (kg/m3) 
ρ𝑠 Density of the washcoat and solid wall in the catalyst (kg/m
3) 
𝑣𝑚 Mean mass average velocity of the gas (m/s) 
𝜇 Dynamic viscosity of the fluid (kg/(m-s)) 
𝑎𝑠 Surface area per volume of washcoat (m
2/m3) 





The model considers 20 different global reactions and 11 species, such as 
N2, H2, CO, NO, C3H6, C3H8, NH3, N2O, O2, H2O, and CO2. The kinetic 
parameters of Gong’s TWC model [169,170] are used as base kinetics in this 
modified MATLAB-implemented mathematical model. However, since kinetics 
from Gong have been obtained from data based on different TWCs, it is 
necessary to adjust parameters such as activation energy and pre-exponential 






model agree with those obtained from a temperature sweep experiment carried 
out in the BFR for a fresh TWC sample. The reaction rate and kinetic parameters 
of CO and UHCs oxidation, NO reduction, water gas shift (WGS), steam 
reforming (SR) reaction, oxygen storage, formation of NH3, and formation of N2O 
for the Pd-based TWC model are given in Table 5.2. In the MATLAB code, active 
PGM loading and dispersion are included in Equation 5.26 via the active site 
density, α, which can be varied, from which the loss of the Pd active sites in the 
washcoat of the TWC is modeled. 
 𝑅𝑖 = 𝑟𝑖 ∙ 𝛼 (5.26) 
where  
Ri is total reaction rate of species i in mole/m3s, 
ri is specific reaction rate of species i in mole/mole-site/s, 
α is active site density of catalyst in mole-site/m3. 
 
The specific reaction rate (ri) and the rate coefficient (ki) are given in Equations 
5.27 and 5.28, respectively. 
 𝑟𝑖 = 𝑘𝑖 ∙ [𝐶𝑖,𝑠] ∙ [𝐶𝑗,𝑠] ∙ 𝑓(𝐺𝑖) ∙ 𝐶(𝜃𝑖) (5.27) 
where 
Ci,s is the concentration of species i at the channel surface or the washcoat 
surface in moles/m3, 
Cj,s are the concentration of species j at the channel surface or the washcoat 
surface in moles/m3, 
f(Gi) is the inhibition function, 
C(θi) is the surface coverage. 
 
 𝑘𝑖 = 𝐴𝑖 ∙ 𝑇









Table 5.2 Kinetic parameters of TWC model [175]. 
 
Remark: 
𝐺(1) = (1 + 4.314 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
485
𝑇𝑠





∙ (1 + 2.147 ∙ 10−4 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
10163
𝑇𝑠
) ∙ [𝐶𝑂]2 ∙ [𝐶3𝐻6]
2) ∙ (1 + 8.699 ∙ 105 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
3685
𝑇𝑠
) ∙ [𝑁𝑂]) 
𝐺(2) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−



















5.2. Results of Mathematical Model 
 As mentioned in Section 5.1, the TWC is modeled as a steady-state, one-
dimensional of N-continuous-stirred tank reactors (CSTRs) in series implemented 
in MATLAB. The mathematical model takes into account gas-phase energy 
balance, gas-phase species balance, solid-phase energy balance, and catalytic 
surface species balance. The TWC model considers 14 different global reactions 
and 11 species, such as N2, H2, CO, NO, C3H6, C3H8, NH3, N2O, O2, H2O, and 
CO2. Table 5.3 shows the specifications of the Pd-based TWC sample used in 





Table 5.3 Specifications of monolith Pd-based TWC. 
Ratio of PGM (Pd: Rh) 8:1 
Total PGM loading (g/ft3) 200 
Length (cm) 2.54 
Diameter (cm) 2.2 
Wall thickness (mm) 0.12 








Table 5.4 Simulated gas composition for stoichiometric gasoline engines. 
Components Stoichiometric 
O2 (%) 0.73 
H2O (%) 13 
CO2 (%) 13 
CO (ppm) 5000 
NO (ppm) 1000 
C3H6 (ppm) 1000 
C3H8 (ppm) 100 
N2 (%) Balanced 





5.2.1 Kinetics Validation 
Before simulating the performance of the engine-aged TWC samples, the 
kinetic parameters provided by Gong [175] have to be adjusted until the results 
obtained from the mathematical model are similar to those obtained from the 
temperature sweep experiment of a fresh TWC sample. As a reminder in the 
temperature sweep experiment, the conversion of NO, CO, C3H6, and C3H8 of a 
fresh TWC sample is obtained in the BFR stoichiometric condition of 0.73% O2 
with inlet gas temperature varying between 100°C and 630°C. Table 5.5 lists the 
adjusted kinetic parameters along with those given by Gong [175]. As seen in the 






from the BFR for a fresh TWC sample, pre-exponential factor, A, and the 





Table 5.5 Adjusted kinetic parameters compared to Gong’s kinetic 
parameters of the Pd-based TWC model. 
No. Reaction 
Jian Gong [175] Adjusted 
A E(J/mole) A E(J/mole) 
1 CO + 0.5O2→CO2 3.642E+13 138450 2.540E+13 93450 
2 C3H6 + 4.5O2→3CO2 + 3H2O 3.170E+13 130530 9.910E+13 105500 
3 C3H8 + 5O2→3CO2 + 4H2O 9.404E+14 165160 4.004+16 157160 
4 H2 + 0.5O2→H2O 1.67E+13 111450 1.670E+13 110450 
5 CO + NO→CO2 + 0.5N2 3.154E+09 52374 2.154E+12 85374 
6 C3H6 + 9NO→3CO2 + 3H2O + 4.5N2 6.242E+09 80063 7.242E+13 105063 
7 H2 + NO→H2O + 0.5N2 4.642E+08 69237 2.642E+09 69237 
8 CO + H2O↔CO2 + H2 1.800E+00 56720 1.800E+00 56720 
9 C3H6 + 3H2O→3CO + 6H2 1.230E+05 81920 6.430E+08 78620 
10 NH3+1.25O2→NO+1.5H2O 3.000E+13 139300 7.000E+12 92300 
11 NO+2.5H2→NH3+H2O 7.390E+09 44720 2.501E+10 61020 
12 NH3+1.5NO→1.25N2+1.5H2O 1.500E+10 121400 8.500E+12 150400 
13 NO+1/18C3H6→0.5N2O+1/6CO2+1/6H2O 6.720E+12 83700 1.920E+13 65000 









Using the adjusted kinetics in Table 5.5, Figures 5.1 (a) to (d) show the 
comparison between the conversion of NO, CO, C3H6, and C3H8 from the BFR to 
those from the mathematical models obtained using Gong’s kinetic parameters 
and the adjusted kinetics for a fresh TWC sample at the stoichiometric condition 
of 0.73% O2 with inlet gas temperature varying between 100°C and 630°C. In 
addition, the formation of NH3 and N2O for the three cases under consideration is 
shown in Figures 5.1 (e) and (f), respectively. The conversion of NO, CO, C3H6, 
and C3H8 and formation of NH3 and N2O using Gong’s kinetics are significantly 
different from those obtained from the BFR. Gong’s kinetics results in significant 
reductions in CO, C3H6, and C3H8 conversions (Figures 5.1 (b), (c), and (d)), 
whereas the formation of N2O is overpredicted with the formation of N2O 
occurring at the temperature as low as 100°C (Figure 5.1 (f)). As seen in Figures 
5.1 (a) and (e), significant formation of the N-containing species such as NH3 and 
especially N2O from NO using Gong’s kinetics occurs at the temperature as low 
as 100°C compared to that obtained from the BFR. Furthermore, the trend of 
N2O formation using Gong’s kinetics deviates significantly from the experimental 
result. Consequently, the maximum NO conversion using Gong’s kinetics occurs 
at a much lower temperature than that from the BFR. Therefore, to obtain a 
better match for the results obtained from the mathematical model and the BFR, 
it is imperative that the kinetic parameters suggested by Gong need to be 
adjusted.  
As seen in Figure 5.1, the results obtained from the model using adjusted 
kinetic parameters agree quite well with those obtained from the experiment, 
except for NO conversion at temperatures between 250°C and 400°C (Figure 5.1 
(a)). As explained in detail in Section 4.1.1, NO conversion is much more 
complex due to a large number of NO reductants such as CO, H2, C3H6, C3H8, 






the conversion of NO. On the other hand, using the adjusted kinetic parameters, 
the conversion of CO, C3H6, and C3H8 and formation of NH3 and N2O obtained 
from the mathematical model agree quite well with the experimental results 
obtained from the BFR. Therefore, it is expected that the mathematical model 
with the adjusted kinetic parameters could be used to identify the most dominant 
deactivation mechanism in the NA-aged TWC sample as well as TWC samples 










Figure 5.1 Comparing results for the conversion of (a) NO, (b) CO, (c) C3H6, 
(d) C3H8, and formation of (e) NH3 and (f) N2O obtained from BFR for fresh 
TWC sample (solid lines) and computational models (dashed lines) at the 
stoichiometric condition (0.73% O2) at inlet gas temperatures between 








5.2.2 Simulation Study of TWC Deactivation Mechanisms 
After adjusting the kinetic parameters to fit the light-off curves of the fresh 
TWC sample, the mathematical model is then used to predict the performance of 
the NA-aged TWC samples as well as those exposed to lubricant additives. One 
of the dominant deactivation mechanisms of the TWC identified in Chapter 4 is 
the reduction in the BET surface area as a result of thermal aging as well as 
poisoning from lubricant additives. The reduction in the BET surface area can 
lead to a reduction of PGM dispersion, which in turn results in a loss of Pd active 
sites. It is possible to model the loss of Pd active sites on the washcoat of the 
TWC by reducing the PGM loading in the simulation. 
Figure 5.2 shows the concentration of NO, CO, C3H6, C3H8, NH3, and N2O 
as a function of PGM loading of 50, 100, and 200 g/ft3 at an O2 concentration of 
0.73% and with inlet gas temperature varying between 100°C and 600°C. For 
comparison purposes, the PGM loading for the fresh TWC sample used in the 
present study is 200 g/ft3. As seen in the figure, as expected at a given 
temperature, the higher the PGM loading, the lower the concentration of NO, CO, 
C3H6, and C3H8, and consequently, the higher conversion of these species. On 
the other hand, for the inlet gas temperatures between 100 and 230°C the higher 
the PGM loading, the higher the formation of NH3, and the lower the formation of 
N2O at inlet gas temperatures above 230°C, which is opposite to the results 
obtained from the experiment. In addition, no double peak is observed for the NO 
conversion curves predicted by the model at temperatures between 250°C and 
400°C, which is different from the results obtained from the experiment. Based 
on the results of major species such as CO, NO, C3H6 and C3H8, it is possible to 
model the deactivation of Pd-based TWCs either from thermal aging or poisoning 
from lubricant additives by the loss of PGM active sites, which can be simulated 







Figure 5.2 Effect of PGM loading (50, 100, and 200 g/ft3) on the 
concentration of NO, CO, C3H6, C3H8, NH3, and N2O at the stoichiometric 




To simulate the degradation in the performance of the NA-aged TWC 
sample, the PGM loading of the catalyst is reduced by 20% from 200 to 160 g/ft3. 
Figures 5.3 (a) to (d) show the comparison between the mathematical model and 
BFR results for the conversion of NO, CO, C3H6, and C3H8 of the NA-aged TWC 






The formation of NH3 and N2O is also shown in Figures 5.3 (e) and (f), 
respectively. The dashed and solid lines represent the results obtained from the 
computational model and the experimental results, respectively. As seen in 
Figures 5.3 (b) and (c), the CO and C3H6 conversion results obtained from the 
model with a PGM loading of 160 g/ft3 are quite similar with those obtained from 
the BFR for the NA-aged TWC sample. For the conversion of NO, the 
mathematical model underpredicts at inlet gas temperatures below 200°C, but 
overpredict at inlet gas temperatures above 200°C, as seen in Figure 5.3 (a). On 
the other hand, as seen in Figure 5.3 (d), the mathematical model underpredicts 
the conversion C3H8 at all inlet gas temperatures. As shown in Figure 4.5 (d) of 
Section 4.1.1, the conversion of C3H8 for the NA-aged TWC sample is better than 
that for the fresh TWC sample, which is in contrast with the results predicted by 
the mathematical model as PGM loading decreases (see Figure 5.2 (d)). The 
discrepancy in the conversion of C3H8 between the model and the experiment the 
NA-aged TWC sample is about 20% at inlet gas temperatures above 250°C. In 
addition, even though the formation of NH3 predicted by the mathematical model 
exhibits the same trend in the inlet gas temperatures between 150°C and 250°C, 
it is much less than the experimental result, as seen in Figure 5.3 (e). On the 
other hand, the formation of N2O is the opposite, in which the model overpredicts 







Figure 5.3 Comparison between the conversion of (a) NO, (b) CO, (c) C3H6, 
(d) C3H8, and formation of (e) NH3 and (f) N2O obtained from BFR for NA-
aged TWC sample (solid lines) and mathematical model with a PGM loading 
of 160 g/ft3 or 10% reduction (dashed lines) at the stoichiometric condition 




Since the ZDDP2-aged TWC sample experiences more severe 
degradation in performance degradation than other TWC samples, it is selected 
to be used to compare the modeling results to confirm the clear catalyst 






the performance degradation of the ZDDP2-aged TWC sample is simulated by a 
loss of PGM dispersion or active sites with a PGM loading of 120 g/ft3, a 40% 
reduction in PGM loading from the fresh TWC sample of 200 g/ft3. Figures 5.4 (a) 
to (d) show the comparison between the mathematical model and BFR results for 
the conversion of NO, CO, C3H6, and C3H8 of the ZDDP2-aged TWC sample at 
the stoichiometric condition of 0.73% O2 as a function of the inlet gas 
temperature. As seen in Figures 5.4 (b), (c), and (d), the conversion of CO, C3H6, 
and C3H8 for the ZDDP2-aged TWC sample obtained from the model is similar 
with that obtained from the experiment. On the other hand, the discrepancy in 
NO conversion (Figure 5.4 (a)) and NH3 generation (Figure 5.4 (e)) between the 
model and the experiment is similar, as in the case of the NA-aged TWC sample 
for the same reasons explained earlier. 
In summary, by adjusting the kinetic parameters in the global reactions 
proposed by Gong, then the mathematical model is suitable for simulating the 
performance of the fresh TWC sample. Furthermore, for major species such as 
NO, CO, C3H6, and C3H8, it is possible to model the performance degradation of 
the TWCs due to thermal sintering and lubricant additive poisoning solely as the 
loss of PGM dispersion or the reduction of PGM active sites. The reduction of 
PGM active sites is modeled as the decrease in the original PGM loading of the 
fresh TWC. On the other hand, for the formation of minor species such as NH3 








Figure 5.4 Comparison between the conversion of (a) NO, (b) CO, (c) C3H6, 
(d) C3H8, and formation of (e) NH3 and (f) N2O obtained from experimental 
for ZDDP2-aged TWC sample (solid lines) and mathematical model with a 
PGM loading of 120 g/ft3 or 40% reduction (dashed lines) at the 
stoichiometric condition of 0.73% O2 at inlet gas temperature varying 






CHAPTER 6  
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 In the present investigation, the effects of lubricant additives (IL, ZDDP1, 
ZDDP2, IL+ZDDP1, and IL+ZDDP2) on the performance of Pd-based TWC are 
investigated and compared with the thermally-aged TWC sample (no additive or 
NA). The accelerated thermal aging and poisoning of the TWC samples is carried 
out in an engine bench consisting of a 3.5 kW Westerbeke SBCG gasoline 
generator or Genset engine for 24 hours at a catalyst mid-bed temperature of 
700°C. After accelerated thermal aging and poisoning, the performance of the 
TWC is carried out in a BFR using simulated engine exhaust gases. The 
performance evaluations consist of T50, T90, WGS reaction, and OSC. In 
addition to BFR experiments, the deactivation mechanisms of thermally-aged 
and poisoned TWCs are identified and elucidated using surface characterization 
techniques, such as Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET), electron probe 
microanalysis (EPMA), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and inductively coupled plasma 
(ICP) analysis. 
 For the NA-aged TWC sample the T50 and T90 of CO and C3H6 increase 
compared to the fresh TWC sample, indicating the performance degradation 
mainly due to thermal aging. On the other hand, the T50 and T90 of NO exhibit 
no definite trend, possibly as a result of the complexity of the reduction process 
of NO. The degradation in the performance of the NA-aged TWC sample is 
mainly due to the reduction of the OSC and WGS reaction as a result of a loss in 
BET surface area and sintering of Pd particles. Only a trace amount of Zn and P, 
mainly from the consumption of the engine lubricant additive during the 






results indicate that the NA-aged TWC can be used as a baseline to which the 
impact of lubricant additives such as ZDDP, IL, and mixed IL and ZDDP lubricant 
additives on the performance of Pd-based TWCs can be investigated. 
 The present study has revealed the following points regarding the 
degradation in the performance of Pd-based TWCs due to lubricant additives. 
• The performance of the TWC is degraded further by IL, ZDDP1, ZDDP2, 
IL+ZDDP2, and IL+ZDDP2 lubricant additives as compared to that of NA-
aged TWC sample, indicating additional impact of poisoning from lubricant 
additives. 
• T50 for CO, C3H6, and C3H8 of IL-, ZDDP1-, ZDDP2-, IL+ZDDP1-, and 
IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples is higher than that of the NA-aged TWC 
sample. Similarly, all lubricant additive-aged TWC samples have higher 
T90 than NA-aged TWC sample for NO, CO, C3H6, and C3H8. 
• T50 for NO of the ZDDP2- and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC sample is 20°C and 
23°C lower than that of NA-aged TWC sample, respectively. Since the NO 
conversion is very sensitive to the reactivity of the reductants such as H2, 
CO, and C3H6, especially in the temperature range between 150°C and 
300°C, it is difficult to assess the effects of lubricant additives on the 
performance of TWC based on the light-off behavior of NO conversion. 
• The degradation in the OSC performance is more severe for IL-, ZDDP2-, 
and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC samples, indicating that P, S, and Zn poisoning 
from lubricant additives is also significant in addition to thermal aging. On 
the other hand, the ZDDP1- and IL+ZDDP1-aged TWC sample is the least 
affected when compared to the NA-aged TWC sample. 
• Significant WGS reactivity losses for the IL-, ZDDP2-, and IL+ZDDP2-
aged samples above 300°C are mainly due to poisoning from lubricant 






samples is less degraded than that for ZDDP2- and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC 
samples at all temperatures. As in the case of OSC performance, the 
impact on the WGS reaction of the TWC of the mixed lubricant additives is 
similar to that of single ZDDP lubricant additives. 
• The impact of a mixed additive of IL and ZDDP (IL+ZDDP1 and 
IL+ZDDP2) on TWC performance is comparable to that of a single ZDDP 
(ZDDP1 and ZDDP2). 
• Since the amount of S, Zn, and P in ZDDP1 is lower than in ZDDP2, the 
degradation in the TWC performance due to ZDDP1 is less severe than 
that ZDDP2, as reflected from the BFR evaluation results. 
• Similarly, the degradation in the TWC performance by IL+ZDDP1 is less 
than IL+ZDDP2. 
• TWC sample exposed to lubricant additives has lower BET surface area 
than NA-aged TWC sample as a result of thermal aging and poisoning.  
• NA-aged TWC sample and all TWC samples exposed to lubricant 
additives have similar pore sizes, which suggests that no blocking or 
occluding of the pores by the compounds formed from the components of 
the lubricant additives such as P, Zn, S, etc. 
• EPMA micrographs of Zn indicate the presence of a thin Zn layer on the 
washcoat surface and slightly Zn penetration deep inside the washcoat for 
ZDDP1- and ZDDP2-aged TWC samples. On the other hand, since IL 
lubricant additive does not contain Zn only a trace amount of Zn is 
observed on the washcoat surface of IL, IL+ZDDP1- and IL+ZDDP2-aged 
TWC samples. ICP-OES results show that no significant difference in the 
amount of Zn across all TWC samples exposed to lubricant additives 
since the amount of Zn detected is near the detection limit of the 






TWC samples exposed to lubricant additives captured low levels of Zn 
during accelerated engine aging. 
• EPMA micrographs of P show that for all TWC samples exposed to 
lubricant additives, the presence of P is mainly observed on the washcoat 
surface with some penetration into the washcoat. The P overlayer for the 
ZDDP2-aged TWC sample is more contiguous and contains more P, 
whereas, for the IL+ZDDP1-aged TWC sample, the P overlayer is less 
discernible and similar to that of NA-aged TWC sample. EPMA results are 
further confirmed by those from ICP-OES analysis, which shows the 
concentration of P is highest (1.74 wt%) in IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC sample 
and lowest (0.71 wt%) in IL+ZDDP1-aged TWC sample. Even though the 
dose of P is kept constant throughout the accelerated poisoning 
experiment, the difference in the amount of P obtained from EPMA and 
ICP-OES is possibly due to the difference in the phosphorus volatility of  
ZDDP1 and ZDDP2. The presence of P on the washcoat surface acts as a 
barrier preventing the diffusion of gaseous species to the Pd active sites, 
and this is one of the main deactivation mechanisms. 
• Powder XRD results indicate that P, primary in the form of CePO4, is found 
to be present on the washcoat of IL-, ZDDP2-, and IL+ZDDP2-aged TWC 
samples, but not on the NA-aged TWC sample. The presence of CePO4 is 
believed to be the major contributor to the decrease in OSC and WGS 
reaction in IL, ZDDP2, and IL+ZDDP2 TWC samples as compared to the 
NA-aged TWC sample. On the other hand, the presence of CePO4 is less 
in ZDDP1- and IL+ZDDP1-aged TWC samples, resulting in less 
degradation of OSC performance. No other peaks associated with 







 The mathematical model is suitable for simulating the performance of the 
fresh TWC sample by adjusting the kinetic parameters in the global reactions. In 
addition, the performance degradation of the TWCs due to thermal aging 
(sintering) and lubricant additives (poisoning) can be represented as the 
reduction of PGM active sites, which in turn can be modeled as a decrease in the 
PGM loading. The NO, CO, C3H6, and C3H8 conversion results obtained from the 
model are quite similar to those obtained from the BFR results for fresh and 
engine-aged TWC samples, whereas the formation of NH3 and N2O can be 
predicted only qualitatively, but not quantitatively. The model can be further 
improved by including additional global reactions such as an oxygen storage 
mechanism, C3H8 steam reforming reaction, etc. 
 In conclusion, the impact of mixed lubricant additives containing both 
ZDDP and IL such as IL+ZDDP1 and IL+ZDDP2 on the performance of Pd-
based TWCs have been found to be not significantly different from that of single 
ZDDP lubricant additives such as ZDDP1 and ZDDP2. Consequently, the mixed 
lubricant additives with [P8888][DEHP] as the IL component with the low friction 
coefficient and wear volume are certainly viable candidates for lubricant additives 
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